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An apparatus has heen oonstruotedp after the 
pattern of that used by Paneth and ^ ludeauft for the 
measurement of micro*^?aantitidd of helium and neon^ 
fhe apparatus has heen used to study two problems 
li the heliuiQ contents of several sauries of coloured 
rool^aalt ( v i o l e t , yellow and hlue) have ^ e n measured end 
a oorrelatioet Isetween helium content and colour found* the 
tilue variety was found to contain the relatively greater 
Quantities of helitaa and the violet the least* The 
irradi a t i o n origin of the colours was confiznie& 1^ measrureiient 
of the ahsoi^tion spectra of the samples and also by the 
pex^oanency of the decolourisation effected when the sazsples 
were heated^ 
fhe helium oontenta found ranged from x 10**'^  
ocs.Se lf*f»P« / to 0*36 % ICT*^  oci Be 1U%P^/gsu These 
valuee cannot h(» correlated with the ^ Th contents of the 
samples and the age attributed to the deposits from w h i ^ 
ttiey Ofia&e* Bahn*@ hsFpotheais relating to the origin of the 
exoeas helium, was accepted on the basis of the relation 
between helium content and colour* though an alternative 
source for soose of this helium was suggested* 
The relatitai between helium content and colour 
was satisfactorily explained assuming iispurity sensitisation 
S E C T I O H 
of the roolssalt towards colour formation* Chemleal 
anelysis of the aainplos led to no apeeifio sentitlaer tnit 
the general level of impuritsr I n each sainple vae i n agreement 
with the senaitlaation aaetsned on consideration of helium 
contenti. Possihle meohaniams for eeneitiaation 'by divalent 
positive and negative ij^niritsr itme were advanced* 
^ 6 diffufiion of helium i n rookealt was dateeted 
and the diffusion eoeffioientp D> measured at variant 
temporaturea T* Values of log D were ahown to Hear a linear 
relaHonehip to 1/t in agreement with the eqioation f o r 
activated diffusioni 
The value of the activation energy, waa found to 
l>e tZtZK eal«/mole and the value for eqoal to 3*8 x 
mB^/e96» The result was oonipared with other values f o r S, 
The diffuaion wao protjahly '^ volume** diffueion* 
2* The l i g h t element spallation producte %e» % e and % 
were measured i n steel after horabar^ent with 340 Mev protons* 
The h e l i m waa extracted hy dissolution of the ateel i n 
c ^ r i e chloride -> potasBlum chloride reagent* After 
purification and measurement i t was collected and examined 
for the i so topic r a t i o % e t %e* Values found for this 
r a t i o were from 0*0568 to 0*0302* 
The t r i t i u m content waa measured on different 
san^les hy a variety of methodsi two different methods 
giving the same upper l i m i t for the yiel d of tritium** 
fh© values f o r the ratios h/% and V % e were found to 
be about Q(i08S •» 0«CKS6 and 1^ 37 respectively, 
OoQ^arioon with t h e o r y ^ laade after allowanee was 
made for the fact that the exeltation energies of the 
nuoleii concerned i n evaporation wex^ not that of the 
indident protons i« e^  340 Mev« Pair agreement with these 
predictions was fo\md i n the experiioental data though only 
ipalitativ® agreement with L@ Couteur's nuclear evaporation 
theory could be oialjsed* 
- - 0 • — 
1. 
;ntr94uc^i9q 
The micro-determinati^i^ pf Helim 
Since the discovery of radioactivity and the 
identification of (^-rays as doubly charged h e l i t n lens, 
interest has become intensified i n the micro^determinatlon 
of helium* especially with respect to that which accumulates 
i n rooks, minerals end meteorites as a result of the decay of 
the minute radioactive inclusions i n these materials. 
Taken i n conjunction with the amounts of uranium 
and thorium present* the helium content can be applied to 
determine the ag^ of a particular material, provided, of 
course, that the material i n question retains helitsa 
quantitatively and the rates of °l -decay of uranium and 
thorium are kno«n« (1) This method has been extensively 
applied by Professor Paneth to the determination of the ages 
of meteorites (8) though here the scheme reoEHires some 
modification since i t has recently been shown that helium 
may be produced as a result of oosoiic ray influence* (s) 
Other interest i n the determination of helium l i e s 
i n i t s content i n the atmoephere and the elder method of 
purification, by removing a l l other gases present by 
adsorption on charcoal at the te^erature of l i q u i d nitrogen, 
requires some modification because of the pressnce of neen, 
Which i s not completely adsorbed i n this process, (4) The 
newer method developed bS^  Paneth and Qluckauf uses several 
Charcoal units cooled to l i q u i d nitrogen temperature, over 
3* 
which the mixture of gases i s passed i n turn* (6) Sy virtue 
of the difference i n the extent to which the two gases ars 
adsorbed on ohareoal, the mixture, as i t passes fron unit to 
unit* hee^ee progressively richer i n helium (since this i s 
least adsoz^ed) and poorer i n neon « a process resem^bling 
ehrematographi® separation* 
The apparatus constructed for this research follows 
the pattern of that used hy Paneth and Olucleauf i n their 
woz^ on the rare gas eontent of the atmosphere, (6) Xt i a 
thus designed for the estimation of neon as well as helimi 
and although occasion does not arise here for any estimation 
of neon> a determination of the helium eontent of lal»oratery 
ai r ^ i n vbich separation frem neon i s essential^ serves as 
a ^eedy check m the correct functioning of the apparatus. 
B r i e f l y t the apparatus consists of a vessel 
wherein the gases contained i n the material to he examined 
are liberated, i n t h i s work exclusively V eolution, t h o u ^ 
fuaion methods tmve also heen used hy other workers* (7) 
A eouroe of helium-free os^gen i s supplied to t h i s 
vessel to act as earriee gas and effect the complete rcoioval 
of other gases from solution* 
The gases freed i n this way» along with the excess 
0sygen» are transferred into a closed system where they are 
circulated over a heated p a l l a d i a wire* which serves to 
remove groee g]iaantities of hydrogen as water, (8) The 
3^  
water so produced together with any other water which laay 
have passed into the circulating system freai the dissolving 
vessel, i s retained i n a trap cooled to the tesaperature of 
liqiaid nitrogen, 
frera the circulating system the gases are transferred 
to a fraotioziating colxum which consists of 15 charcoal units, 
each cooled i n l i ^ i d nitrogen and wherein the oxygen ( and 
most other gases) i s retained ^ a n t i t a t i v e l y and helium and 
mm separated as indicated aboire* The fractions emerg^ mg 
from the column are coileeted i n a large bulb (hereafter called 
the Oei^ression Bulb) of about 1000 cos. capaeity* Since the 
intesMsonneoting dead epaoe i s re&iced to a minimum^ i t can 
be stated that sabstantially a l l the helitas i s confined i n the 
bulb when t h i s i s separated from the column with mercury* 
Mtet c o l l e c t ! ^ of the senile to be measured, i t i s 
then ooapressed into a volume of about S ces. p r i o r to 
admittance into a Firani gauge which serves to measure the 
emo^t of helium collected* (9) 
Immediately following each measurement of an unknown 
^ount of helium, the Firani ^ u ge i s calibrated against a 
known amount of spectroscopioally pure helium. This pure 
helium i s obtained from a reservoir and measured i n a XoLeod 
gauge* (10) s^tpansion i n a system of pipettes of accurately 
known volume, then gives an siBount of gas suitable for 
aMtts^ce into the Pi rani gauge for calibration purposes. 
4.,. 
^ The i^a?attaia i e designed to measure a«curate3y 
idT^ces. of helium at ]7*T*F. The gtiantities measured are 
i n general of the order of 10*"® to 10*'' ocs, of helium at 
|^ »T*f* with an accuraey semewhat hotter than one per sent. 
- « 0 -
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5. 
native sodiisea chloride or roekealt oooura i n 
mineral deposits i n various l o c a l i t i e s widely dispersed 
around the world* The deposits are laelieved te he ot marine 
orig i i i f i#e* hy the evirporation of sea waters Which have over-
fi^wod Into natural hasini situated i ^ r e the deposits are 
now located. One such hasin i s th o u ^ t to have heen centred 
i n 9* Oemany and to have es&raoed the B r i t i s h Isles i n i t s 
western extr^aaity, thus giving rise to the salt heds of 
Br i t a i n and the more extensive deposits of !l« Oef»any> ibsn 
Ihe enclosed waters evaporated* (11) 
111 the eourae of time» the deposits have heoeoM 
covered with a thousand or so feet of reek and have thus been 
auh^eeted to varying changes of pressure and ttt^peraimre* 
Insofar as the Qerman deposits are eoneemedy the 
rookealt occuri i n two distinct layersi m older or primary 
layer and a seoondax^ yoto^er layer» along with deposits of 
oamallitey g^paum, sylvine and other closely associated 
minerals* 
The form of the Stassfurt (Oenoany) heds, 
beginning with a basal layer of a^ihydrite (Oa804) and 
6* 
gypsiSB (0ad04.9%0) i s j - (IS) 
(1) Old rockaalt layer (primary)* 
in) Poiyhalite layer* 91»^ STaOl* 6#d$S pelyhalite* 
(0aS044llg904* Sj|S04* SSgO) 
1#5SC Bischofite. (Iig0l3«61l^ ) and 
0*7!^  anhydrite* 
(3) Xieserite layer* @8S( ITaQl* 17^ ICieserite* (UgSO^ . 
% ^ qamallite (SOl*lfg0% B^gO.) 
(5^ B^ischofite and Anhydrite* 
(4) Oamalllte layer* Oamailite* 36$( ITaOl* 
Kieserite and 4$l other salts* 
(§} Orey salt clay* 
(6) %psero and anhydrite layer* 
(7) "Sfoung rocksalt* 
(8) Clay, s o i l , e t c * 
The composition of the rocksalt layers (18) im 
generally 98-99% sodium chloride ( t h o u ^ this value may be as 
low as 9^) associated with the sulphates and chlorides of 
H^igneeium, calcium and potassium i n vaz*ying proportions* 
Sylvine, which occurs below the secondary rocksalt 
layers, contains about 9^ potassium chloride and i s 
similarly assooiated with calcium, magnesium and sodium^ 
The theory of the marine origin of these deposits 
i s hands^ely supported by the work of J*^* van t'Hoff, who 
sti^died the eolubiiities and conditiotkS under w h i ^ salts and 
mixtures of salts exist i n etiailihrium with solution (14), 
hut the CQii;plete struotttre of the beds as given above 
indicates that a 8(Ki!iewhat more complicated process had heen i n 
operation than the straightforward evaporation of sea water, 
Thus^ leyersy l»3»3y4 and 5 m i ^ t well have arisen by the 
evaporation of sea water« hut continued evaporation cannot 
have led to layers 6 and 6, I t even seems unlikely that these 
layers arose hy a fresh i n f l u x of sea water, after the 
deposition of the primary layers and suhsetjaent evaporation, 
i n t h i s easOf one would escpect to f i n d associated with the 
secondary layer, layers corresponding to 3,3 and 4 i n the 
primary layer, and t h i s i s not so* 
further, the Oa content of the deposits i s far i n 
excess of that to he expected on the basis of siBq;>ie 
evaporation of sea water* (15) 
One i s thus led to the conclusion that the inland 
sea from which the deposits originated has heen fed hy fresh 
waters and that this water introduced the exeese calcium* 
Further action of such fresh waters after the laying doin 
of the primary deposit, would leech out the more soluhle 
constituents of t^e primary layers, e*g* sodium chloride 
and potassium chloride and re^deposit them on suhse(3tient 
evaporation. Thus, provided the fresh waters do, i n fact, 
0(mtain calcitmi, one can account f o r the secondary rocksalt 
layer, the sylvine layer and the additional layers of gypsum 
and anhydrite. 
8. 
So far, the ages of the two rooksalt layers have 
been referred to as old and young with no indication of the 
actual magnitudes involved, Xn this respect, geologists have 
set a value for the primary at 100 mil l i o n years and for the 
Secondary at 10-60 m i l l i o n years* (1@) Whilst this value 
has received confirmation* at least as far as the Sylvines 
are ccmoenied, by an eatimetion based on the potassium-argon 
method of age determination (17), no support i s given by the 
heiiimi method* 
Sxemination of the radioactive content of the salts 
reveals a uranium content of about 6 x 10*^ g^m.U/gra* salt 
on the average and a radium content of about 3 x lO'^^gm. Wgm* 
sal t , i*a* roughly the equilibrium amount en^ected f r t ^ the 
uraniiM content (18)* tfo figures for thorium have been 
discovered i n the literature* The amounts of thorium 
required to produce the quantities of helium found i n the 
Salts would be about 4 x 10*® to 4 x lO^ '^ gras.TVff'U oalt 
i n a period of about 10*'^  years* 
Accepting the geological age of the deposits, i«e* 
roughly S x 10® years for the primary deposits and 10-60x10® 
years for the secondary deposits and sylvines, this quantity 
of uranium represents, by successive - disintegrations 
of i t s e l f and daughter products over the period of time stated, 
an accumulation i n the salts of about 1* 3 x ccs*He/fla salt 
i n the primexy layer and 3,1 x 10"^ ccs/gm i n the secondary 
9* 
layer and sylvines, provided diffusion out of the salts Is 
negligible. The helium values actually found for the salts 
(19) are of the order of 10*® eoe/m* primary, 10"*^  ces/gm. 
Secondary rocksalt and 10*® ccs/gm for sylvines. On the 
basis of the helium method of age determination, t h i s would 
indicate for the secondary deposits and sylvines, ages of 
'k X 10^ and 2 X 1 0 ^ years respectively, which Is older, on 
the average, than the accepted ages of the oldest known rooks 
(3*5 X 10^ years).(SO) Ifo correlation i s to be noted In 
the He/0 estimations carried out by Earlik and Kropf-Dusehek 
presumably on the same samples of salt whilst their 
determinations on a primary rockselt indicate an excessive 
age value for this eemple as well. 
m He X 108cGS/iBa 
I Primary fiooksalt 18 7,3 
2 Roeksalt 14 6*0 
3 Blue Rocksalt 8*0 A 8,3 3*6 
4 Socksalt 8*8 S,6 
$ Secondary Socksalt 5*8 6*3 
6 Old Bocksalt 6*4 8,8 
7 Young Rooksalt 14 & 16 5*7 
8 White (Sec) 13 3*6 
Promt B Earlik 4 P, Eropf - Buschek* Oster* Akad, d,Wis8, 
13th October, 1949, p.330 - 333, 
10* 
Xn view of the already well established age of the 
deposits, the heli\im age values must he regarded as wrong and 
so the salts must contain, like the Beryls, an excess of helium, 
(31) 
Source of Helium i n the Deposits 
Having shown the presence i n the salts, of an 
exceas of helium, the <guestion then arises as to the source 
from which this excess helium came. 
Following the- discovery by Kading (22) that lead 
crystallises isomorphously with sodlimi chloride and potassium 
chloride frcmi solutions of these salts, Hahn has suggested that, 
i n the natural deposits, some short-lived isotope of lead could 
crystallise with the rooksalts and sylvlnes thus giving rise 
to excess helium, (23) He suggests radium D as the lead 
isotope concerned which, hy two successive jsT - decays, forms 
radium P or polonium. This i s a short-lived oi- emitter 
forming stahle radium 0, 
Thus:-
RaD RaB ^Z^' > RaP (Po) 
RaO 
Taking the radium content of normal sea water as 
i C ' ^ ' ^ ^ . f i a / l l t r e Bom calculates that the radium D i n 
oqullihrlum with the radium i s insufficient to give rise to 
the quantities of helium found In the salts (24). He 
therefore postulates that the salts have heen re-crystallised 
11. 
trm "natural deep waters" of high radium and thus high 
radiimi D content. I n support of their theory, Hahn and Bom 
have examined "natural deep waters" from various lo c a l i t i e s 
i n Horth and Hid, Qermeny (25) and found them to contain 
^ h s t a n t i a l l y higher amounts of radium than ohtains i n 
normal sea water. The amounts they find , from 10"^^ to 
3 X 10*^ gm« B«v^ litre water, theoretically supply an adequate 
amount of radium B to account for the heliiim contents of 
rookselt and sylvine. 
Xt i s interesting to note the parallel i n the 
assumptions made by Hahn and Bom (26), as to the fo i m t i o n 
of the salt layers frcsa the point of view of possihle sources 
of helium, and the assumptions ahout re-crystallisation vhich 
must he made when the structure of the heds i s considered, 
A further interesting parallel i s to he noted too 
with regard to the high calcium content of the deposits 
eoi^ered to that obtaining i n nomal sea water, i n that Hahn 
and Bom fin d a close relationship to exist, i n the waters 
they examined, between calcium content and radi\ss content* 
They f i n d a high radium content to he associated with a high 
calcium content. A l l i e d to the excess calcium content i n the 
deposits, this fact adds a considerahle support to their 
A similar correlation has also heen ohtained 
between lithium and radium i n natural waters, (27) 
Yet another support for their theory comes from the 
13. 
helium contents themselves^ One would expect froscQ the theory 
that the primary aalt layer should contain relatively less 
helium than the secondary layer and this l a indeed the ease* 
S2' SliJierai Source Uesl0^<sB?/m PT5xl0^fiaa/ffl^ 
I Bocksalt Krugershall 0«1 
Bocksalt Salsdethfurt < 0*01 0.17 
^ Itooksalt Salssdethfurt <0^01 
4 Booksalt Hanover 0*05 0.086 
S Sookaalt Vienenherg o a 
6 fiockaalt Vlenenberg 0»3 
7 Hockealt Stassfart 0*7 < 0.01 
6 Bocksalt Stassfurt 0*67 < 0.01 
9 Sylvln© Vlenon^erg 0.9g 
10 iSylvlne Vlenenherg 1*1 
11 Sylvine Berlepechacht 7.31 
12 Sylvlne Berlepsohacht 5*0 
aylvine Berlopechacht 4.4 
14 Sylvlne Berlepschacht 6*8 
16 9ylvln© Berlepsohaoht 6*81 0.20 
16 Sylvlne StasBfurt 13*0 
17 Sylvine Stassfurt 14*0 
18 Sylvlne Stassfart 6.6 
19 Sylvine Stassfart 5*2 
20 3ylvlne Stassfurt I f S l 3*17 
21 Sylvin© Staasfurt 1*S8 0*18 
Old series 
Old series 
Old series 
Blue 
Blue 
Strong hlue 
Weaker hlue 
From H«j. Bom, Ohemle der Brde. 9 , 79, 1934* 
13. 
One would also e:^ect that the helltm contents 
Qould lj0 corpelstod with the Fb contents of the salts, 
Taut th i s has not heen looked for unfortunately. The result a of 
Born, (TaTsle I I ) seem to indicate a high helivan content to "be 
associated with a low lead content and vice-versa. (28) 
However, since the lowest lead content found I.e. 1.0 x 10 gD. 
Ph/giQ* rocksalt. I f a l l i s assumed to have originated from 
Bionium i s far i n excess of that re<3!iired to produce the 
highest helium content, this lack of correlation i s not a 
serious oh;jection £o the theory. Even an isotopie examination 
of the lead present need not lead to a useful result for the 
greater part of the lead of radioactive origin could have "been 
formed i n the waters hefore the heds were l a i d down. 
Xt can he seen however that the theory of Hahn 
and Bom f i t s the facts extremely well, hut i t cannot he 
regarded as proven. Absolut© proof of their theory would, 
indeed, he very d i f f i c u l t . I t i s as well then to consider 
other reasonahlo sources of helixam and see i f they too can 
he f i t t e d to the facts i f not absolutely proved. 
Olio such po s s i b i l i t y i s that, by long exposure to 
the atmosphere, helium may have dlfifused into the roeOksalta 
from the atmosphere. I f this i s the case, then i t should 
he possible to detect a difference i n helium content with 
depth, provided the salts did not become saturated I n the 
process. Whilst such an effect has not yet heen looked for, 
i t i s to be noted that of the salts examined i n th i s 
lahoratory, none has heen found with a uniform distrihution 
14, 
Of helium, Haylelgh has observed the diffusion of helium (29) 
through a variety of sul)stanco0 and finds that through * 
crystal of rocksalt IBSB* thick helium diffuses at a rate 
of loss than lO'^^QCB/cm, ^/hv* at SO^ C which represents the 
l i m i t s of detection i n the apparatus he used. Whilst this 
value i s very small, i t does not invalidate the posaihility 
of diffusion as a source of helium i n the salts because of 
the long times involved. I t w i l l "be seen later that the 
tendency i s for helium to diffuse out of the salts, so that i t 
i s most unlikely that helium should have diffused i n . 
the diffusion coefficient of helium i n rocksalt 
has now been determined i n this laboratory at various 
temperatures and i t w i l l be shown later on the basis of these 
results and certain assumptions as to the size of the d ^ o s l t s 
and temperature, that appreciably no helium has diffused out 
of the salts i n the period since their formation. 
Another possibility arises through the comparatively 
large s o l u b i l i t y of helium i n water. (30) Although a salting 
out effect does occur, i t la s t i l l appreciably soluble i n salt 
solutions. (31) I t i s also very often the case that on 
crystallisation, many salts trap quantities of mother llcjuor 
within their structures, especially i f the crystallisation 
process i s carried out slowly. (33) The rockealts examined 
here have been observed to contain occluded water. 2t could 
be then that t h i s brine which has been trapped by the salt 
fn c r y stallising, may contain sufficient helium to account 
15« 
f o r the high helium contents found In the deposits. 
0rry has measured the Ha + He contents of several 
eanjples of sea water at various depths (33) and finds 
values between 13 end 20 x 10 ocs. of He -¥ Ha/litre of 
sea water* whilst f or sea water saturated with a i r at 83 and 
24PG the values are 19*1 and 10,7 x lO^^ccs/Htre 
respectively. 
Taking the value as 30 z 10*^ oo^/litre and calling 
i t e l l helium, (the moat favourahle oase)^ i t can "be seen 
that i n order to arrive at a helium content of 10*^ OOB/0B, each 
gram of rocksalt ra»Bt trap l a i t s structure 0,5 ees. of hrine, 
and for a helium content of 10*^ Qcc/gnu, 5 ees* of hrlne* In 
the case of the primary salt layer, the calculation i s <sxit9 
favourehle and agrees with the theory that this layer 
crystallised from what was suhstantially sea water. Here 
the helium contents are less than KT® oos/gBo* salt which 
means that each gram of salt siust trap less than 0*03 ccs. of 
hrine to give the required helium content* 
In an eff o r t to examine the theory further, sas^les 
of sodium chloride were crystallised from alr-eaturated water 
as slowly as possihle, l«e* over a period of ahout three weeks 
and examined for helium content. The values fotmd were less 
than & X 10^^ cos He/gm, of salt, which i s not i n serious 
disagreement with the theo?;^* Since the two eases are dot 
eo^parahlei i«e, the natural and laboratory orystallisatioas, 
this result does not offer any objection to the theory. 
16. 
The absence of neon i n the gases obtained from the 
rooksalts examined i n this work raises no obi'ttction either, 
tnie s o l u b i l i t y of neon i n sea water TMB been seen to be 
extremely low and since i t i s not of radioactive origin I t 
can hardly have become enriched i n the natural imters as i s 
the ease with helium. 
I t would seem however that the theory i s untenable 
for the secondary rocksalt and aylvine, but i t must be 
rem^bered that the water fvm which the secondary layers 
crystallised was probably not normal sea water but a fresh 
water enriched i n radium and therefore possibly enriched i n 
helium. Such enrichment of heliisa i s quite probable, 
especially since the waters may have been out of contact 
with the a^Qosphere, e.g. covered with a scum of s a l t , thereby 
preventing eq.uilibration with the helium i n the atmosphere; 
ISVen i n contact with the atmosphere, i t may be that such 
equilibration i s so slow as to be negligible, especially 
with the lower layers of water at considerable depth. 
At higher p a r t i a l pressures, the solubility of 
helium i n salt solutions becomes even more favourable for 
such a theory* Akerlof (34) finds that at approximately 
76 am&» pressure, the solubility of heliun i n almost 
saturated sodium chloride i s 0*0043 l i t r e s (!(.T.F. ) / l i t r e 
of solution at S§**C. 
I t i s further known that the natural gases 
associated with o i l borings are considerably enriched i n 
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helium compared to the helium content i n the atmosphere ( 3 5 ) . 
This enrichment amounts to factors of ahout 600 to 3500 i n 
some of the cases examined from horings i n North Germany, 
whilst, i n other cases, only a factor of two i s involved. In 
the case of the Texas Oil Fields, an enrichment factor of 
4000 has been noted and the pressure of the gases estimated 
at 30 atmospheres. Such enrichment at high pressure would 
mean considerable increase i n the concentration of helium 
dissolved i n the associated waters and lends support to an 
argument based on the occlusion of imter i n the salt as a 
source of their high helium content. 
A para'llel case exists i n the potassium salts which 
have been examined by Oentner and Aldrich and Hier. (36) These 
workers have shown that not a l l the argon occurlng i n 
potassium minerals i s radiogenic, i.e. by decay of 
K40 
to A^. 
By mass spectrometric analysis, they have shown that up to 
30% of the argon present i s atmospheric argon. 
Thus, from Oentner*s results, taking one particular 
case (the one with the lowest percentage of atmospheric argon). 
Total An 6.73 mm. /lOO g.K, 
3 
Badiogenic A s 5*8 vm, /lOO g,K. 
So atmospheric A « 0*93 mm ^/lOO g.K 
e 9,3 X 10"*®ccs. A/gm,K. 
Now the so l u b i l i t y of argon in sea water, i n 
eqjiilibrium with the a i r ©,3 to 0*4 ccs/litre. (N.T.P.) 
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Salting out constant for argon « 0.06 (approx). 
a 
Taking the relationship fbund by Akerlef eonateettmg the 
so l u b i l i t y of the gas i n pure solvent and i n salt BolutieAi> 
km a l©i (®®/8) 
Where; 
k m Salting out constant « 0*06 
so « sol u b i l i t y of gas i n pure solvent, 
e » s o l u b i l i t y of gas i n solution at esBe^tratloii m. 
Row s i for sea water » 0.3 (app) 
Ooneentration of sea water w.r.t. sodium chlorite « 0.1 
eatd* (app.) i*e* about 6*S molar x 0.1. 
Thus* leg (®V8) « 0.06 X 0. 63 
« 0.0372 
so/s m 1,089 
SO *> 1.089 X 0.3 c c ^ l i t r e « 0.3267 «eVl* 
I n a saturated solution i.e. 6.2 molar, we have thm; 
l0g(8®/o) •» 0.06 X t*3. 
« 0.3720 
so/e * 2.366 
S « 0.3267/3.356 
• 0.1386 cos/litre »t 26''C, 
or, the s o l u b i l i t y of argon i n a satwated s o ^ i o n of brine i s 
1*386 X 10*^ c c i / l i t r e . 
under the conditions which prevail i n the atmosphere. 
In order to achieve an ataespheric argon c e n ^ t ef 
9.3 X 10"® ooi/gn. then, each gram of potasslua ehloride must 
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trap i n i t s struoturej-
a 0t0671 CCS of brine. 
I t i s not inconceivable that this amount of brine 
Should be trapped (37) by 1 m> of potassium chloride on 
crystallisation and so the mechaniem of trapping should be 
regarded as a distinet possibility* 
A conse^ence of such a mechaniami providing the 
source of excess gases i n these minerals would be that the 
primary rocksalt layer should contain qjiiantitles of argon of 
the order of 10"*^  t 10"'® oca. A/gm. rocksalt. Detection 
of argon i n the primary deposit i n saoh giaantities would lend 
QOnslderable support to the theory. 
^^ „(^ ft^ Q^ r ^f.l^^^^ya^.^^o^t^^^ 
I n nature rookealt varies l a colour from white, 
d i r t y grey, yellow, and reddish yellow to blue and purple* The 
oolour, can i n most oases, be attributed to the presence of 
some inpurity, e*g. f e r r i c oxide is^arts a reddish oolour, 
olay or anhydrite, grey and organic matter, browa« (38) 
Here again, however, the secondary roeksalt presents 
an an^oly. Sas^les of coloured rookealt occur In the 
aeeondary layer whoso colour can be attributed to no known 
impurity. The colours concerned are yellow, violet and blue. 
The blue coloured rooksalt has attracted soientiflo attention 
for well over 100 years and i s mentioned i n H* Davey*a letters 
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Of 181$. Ihiring this time, several theories have been 
advanced as to the cause of the colouration, though none are 
of particular interest now. (39) 
I t i s now known that the a l k a l i halides can be 
coloured by various means without introducing any elementary 
impurity, and i n considering the natural colours, i t i s as well 
to discuss, f i r s t of a l l , the a r t i f i c i a l means available for 
th i s purpose. The methods f a l l into two groapsi* 
1. Where additional sodium i s introiiueed into the 
stolohiometrio crystal (40) by some means or othery giving the 
so-called 'additive'colour, and 
2* Badiation methods giving the 'radiation' colour. (41) 
Exoese a l k a l i metal can be introduced into erystala 
of an a l k a l i metal halide by the following meanst-
a* By heating the hellde concerned i n an atmosphere of 
the vapour of the a l k a l i metal i ^ o h i t i s desired to 
be introdaoed. (48) The colour achieved by t h i s means 
i s independent of the a l k a l i metal used, shewing that 
the colour i s a p r ^ e r t y of the crystal. Thus, excess 
potassium i n a crystal of sodium ehloride has just the 
same effeet as excess sodiisB has i n a eryetal df sodium 
chloride, (43) 
b« By electrolysis, sodium ions, which move toward the 
cathode during the electrolysis, are discharged there, 
and the resulting sodium atoms constitute an excess i n 
3 1 . 
that part of the crystal near the cathode. (44) 
e» Additive colours have been formed i n potassium brcm^ide, 
the excess metal being introduced i n i t i a l l y as potassium 
hydride i n solid solution with the potassium bromide* 0& 
i r r a d i a t i o n . In the u l t r a v i o l e t , the potassium hydride 
i s dissociated, hydrogen diffuses f r ^ the l a t t i e e leaving 
an excess of potassium behind* (45) 
Irradiation colouration i s brought about, as the 
name implies, by exposing the cx^stal to a suitable source of 
radiant energy^ e*g» X-rays, cathode rays, oC- rays etc.. 
Here, no excess metal i s introduced into the crystal, the 
colour i s thus being produced i n the pure stoichiometric 
crystal. 
jTovided that, after heating i n the presence of 
al k a l i metal, the halide crystal i s quenched and not allowed 
to cool slowly, then a l l the colours produced i n the above 
ways can be attributed to th© same cause. A l l the 'Crystals 
then show an identical absorption maximum i n the visible 
region of the spectrum, the boll-shaped absorption band being 
called the £^ <^ band, after Pohl, 
On lowering the temperature, this bell-ehaped peak 
can be made a r b i t r a r i l y narrow, indicating that the absorbing 
centres responsible for the band are of a single species. These 
were called by Pohl, Farbzentren (P-centres or colour centres). 
(46) 
22. 
Nature of y-centres 
The properties of P-centres and other associated 
centres which w i l l be referred to later, haVe been widely studied 
The pioneer work by Pohl on the photo-conductivity of crystals 
containing P-centres i s particularly noteworthy, and i t has lad 
to a theory as to their nature. 
The theory elucidated by DeBoer (47) i s that an 
P-centre consists of an electron trapped at an anion deficient 
place i n the l a t t i c e , and the theory has been extended by Seitz 
(48) to include other absorbing centres as various cranbinations 
of electrons and vacancies, or to be associated with the 
positive holes which remain after removal of an electron from an 
ion. (See table I I I ) 
Table I I I 
Absorption Maxima(43aa Centre Nature of Centre Observed Calculated 
P Electron + anion vacancy 4680, 470) 4710 
, 4650 
P 2 Electrons + anion ..vacancy. - « 
H Electron anion vacancy • 7250, 7200 7010 anion-catlon vacancy pair, 7050 
Rj^  Electron 4 2 anion vacancies 5450 5470 
Rg 2 Electrons + 3 anion vacancies 5960 5920 
N Higher P-centres aggregates 8300 
V + V© Hole + cation vacancy 2200, 2400 
Support for this picture of an P-centre comes from 
magnetic measurements i n that the moment of an P-centre Is found 
to be the same as that calculated for an s-electron (49). Both 
theoretical and experimental evidence are available to support 
Seitz?a picture of other bands l i s t e d i n Table I I I , (50). 
S3. 
gormation of F-centres 
Since F-centres can be formed by two different 
methods i t i s of interest to note b r i e f l y the theories as to 
the mechanism by whioh they are brought about. (51) 
a. By heating In a l k a l i metal vapour i t i s thought that the 
metal atoms striking the surface of the crystal are 
ionised, 
Ka « Na'^  + e* 
CI" at the surface, combines with Ha"^  form an addition 
to the l a t t i c e leaving an anion deficient place (51a) i n 
the l a t t i c e which w i l l attract and become oeoupled by the 
electron. Uore CI' diffuse from the body of the crystal 
to the surface i n order to combine with further Na*, 
leaving more vacancies to be occupied by the electrons, 
b. By irradiation with X-rays, th© primary effect i s the 
production of photo-electrons which move through the 
l a t t i c e at high speed, thereby producing secondary 
electrons and holes. These see9ndary units wander through 
the l a t t i c e u n t i l they recombine or "becooB trapped i n the 
l a t t i c e . I n oases where recombination with a positive 
hole does not occur, Seits finds the most favourable 
resting place f o r the secondary units to be at vacancies 
i n the l a t t i c e . 
differences between the two modes of colouration 
Although the P-band i s formed in a l l cases of 
colouration mentioned several differences exist between 
crystals coloured by irradiation and those coloured by 
24. 
additive means. 
F i r s t l y , since the additivoly coloured crystals 
contain an excess of a l k a l i metal their reaction i n solution 
i s markedly alkaline. The irradiation coloured crystals,on the 
other hand, are stoichiometric and thus have a neutral 
chsracter i n solution, (52) 
Another difference between the two eases l i e s i n the 
absorption spectra themselves. Whereas i n the additively 
coloured case, providing cooling has been sufficiently rapid, 
only the F-band appears, i n the irradiation colours, other 
bands are found associated with the F-band (58), Thus, on the 
long wave-length side of the P-band appears the so-called 
IT band, whilst on the U-V side appears the V-band, The 
l a t t e r band Seitz associates with the positive holes which 
remain after removal of an electron from a negative ion. 
Other centres may be induced i n a crystal containing P-eentres 
by irradiating the crystal with l i g ^ t lying i n the P-band or i n 
certain cases by therzaal treatment. Thus, below certain 
temperatures, ( 2 5 ^ for sodium chloride, -75^0 for potassiimi 
chloride) irradiation i n the P-band produces a broad diffuse 
band on the long wavelength side of the F-band, called the 
P* -band. Above these temperatures. Irradiation i n the P or 
X bands results i n areduotion i n the intensity of these bands 
and the B and N bands appear also on the long wavelength side 
of the P-band, Apart from the V-band a l l these b^nds are 
associated, by Seits, with various combinations of electrons 
and vacancies, and ®ould theoretically occur i n an 
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addltively coloured crystal. In fact, where (jaenchlng has 
not been sufficiently rapid, the Sl^band may occur with ^ he 
F-band i n an additively coloured crystal* The R-band a»y 
also occur i n crystals containing a high density of centres 
regardless of the rate of cooling (84). I f Selta's 
latei*pr®tation of the origin of the V-band i s correct however* 
i t i s not possible for this band to occur at a l l i n an 
addltively coloured crystal, 
Pi^erenees also arise i n the bleaching properties 
of the two types of coloured crystal. On raising the 
tocperatur© of an irradiation coloured crystal to about 350®C 
the colour can be removed costpletely and does not re-appear on 
cooling again. With the additively coloured crystal however, 
the colour renmins even up to the melting point* (55) Oa 
cooling now, coagulation of the particles of excess metal 
oocurs^y giving rise to colloidal aggregates which s t i l l colour 
the erystal. This process i s equivalent to slo? cooling instead 
of quenching i n the i n i t i a l colouration process, 
colouration process i n the natural roeksalts 
Having summarised the various types and properties 
of a r t i f i c i a l l y coloured a l k a l i halides relevant to th i s 
discussion, i t i s now possible to discuss the properties of 
the naturally occuring coloured rooksalts to see i f they lead 
to any conclusions as th the mode of colouration. 
F i r s t l y , with regard to their reaction i n waterj 
opinions seem to d i f f e r , though only the blue variety has 
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been investigated to any extent i n this respect. Many 
investigators report no alkaline reaction i n solution for the 
blue salt whilst others report that i n some cases an alkaline 
reaction has been observed. With such conflicting results, i t 
i s d i f f i c u l t to arrive at any cssiaelmsion as to whether excess 
podium i s ^ present or not, especially .slnce. the roeksalts are 
by no means pure end other factors may be involved. (56) 
Sledentopf has shown on the other hand, by u l t r a -
microscopic examination, that the blue rocksalta do contain 
sodium i n the fonn of colloidal particles and thai this i s 
the basis of their colouring (57). Such colloidal colours 
have been achieved i n the laboratory only by slow eoollifeg 
after heating i n a l k a l i metal vapour or by annealing the 
additively coloured crystal or by heating the salt up te the 
m^pt, with concentrated cathode irradiation* (58)* 
In addition to *h© blue, the violet salt may also 
contain colloidal metal though none has been detected i n the 
yellow. 
Thus, i n nature, the colours arise from centres and 
colloids or a combination of the two. The absorption speetra 
of the various salts have been exhaustively examined by 
Wieninger (fable IV ) who arrives at the following 
classification!- (59) 
87* 
(a) Centre Qolcmra ^  
Yellow At}e07ption max* at 4600 A » F«o«ntrdB» 
Violet - Absorption max. at 6800 - R 11 centres 
« « '» " 4600 centres 
" * " 5700 - R 11 - centres 
" « ti rt 7200 ^ M-centres 
("fe) Colloidal Colours 
Blue - Absorption max, at 6000 A, 
(c) Centres and Colloids 
1* Mainly centres 
Blue<«-violet -> Absorption max* at 5800 A - Hll-eentrei 
6800 - Colloid 
Blue * Absorption max. at 5800 - 5350 - Rl-eentres 
6300 * 6800 - colloid. 
4400 - 4600 - inpurity, 
The yellow colouration then arises from 7«centpes 
and this i s regarded as the primaz^ eolouration since the B* 
and K-centrea whloh oecur i n the blue and the violet salts 
are the i n i t i a l products of oombination of F«»c6ntrea* 
Since i t i s unlikely that the salts have had the 
heat treatsient required to fom oolloids as i n the laboratory^ 
i t seems unlll^ely that these were formed i n the natural salts 
by further coagulation of F-centres as a result of slow 
cooling* Coagulation of colour centres i n an irradiated 
crystal has been observed i n the laboratory as a result of 
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heat treatment, ppesBuro effects and irradiation with whit© 
l i g h t or with l i g h t lying i n the F or H-hands, hut not to 
the e^ctent of oollold formation and so Przihrani has assumed 
that sensitisation of the salt occurs through the presence of 
some irapurity as i s the case i n the silver halidc* containing 
silv e r sulphide (60) I n the ahove classification of 
Wieningers, the only oase of ic^jurlty giving rise to an 
absorption maxiiouiQ occurs i n the hlue salt and Wienin|(er 
later supports this view of Prssihrams attributing the 
formation of colloids specifically to sulphur ions, (61) 
The depth of colour of irradiation origin attained i n the 
fluor i t e a has already been related to the sulphur content of 
the specimen, (53) 
The fact that the impurity could aid i n colouration 
i s further supported by the appearance of the colour i t s e l f . 
Whilst most samples appear to be uniformly coloured, close 
examination shows that the colour of the violet and blue i s 
generally i n the form of strletlons. This i s the general form 
i n which the colom? occurs i n impurity coloiired salts, *,g, 
by f e r r i c oxide. 
Another sugojestldn for the impurity which 
sensitises the formation of colloids i s the lead, whose content 
i n rocksalts has already been discussed. Such a possibility 
has already been tested i n the laborttgiy by Bom who finds 
that with increasing lead content so the samples tend to 
become more strongly blue-coloured on irradiation. Samples 
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With l i t t l e or no lead on similar irradiation are coloured 
only f a i n t l y yellow, and that this primary yellow colouration 
becoffloB increasingly unstable with increasing lead content. (63) 
The unstable yellow i s replaced by stable blue colour with 
increasing lead content. Similar effects were found i n 
potaesi\]UQ chloride. Other investigators report an optiaium 
concentration for aensltisatlon by divalent cations (64). . . 
In view of the presence of the S and H-band maxima 
i n the absorption spectrum of some of the coloured sflmplet ^ 
(sos Table IV) i t seems as though the colour i s due to sfflne 
radioactive influence, with an associated effect due to the 
presence of i i ^ u r i t y . However, one does not Imow how an 
additlYely coloured salt would behave tmder the conditions 
which have been i n operation i n the deposits over the long 
period of time since they were l a i d down. Thus, under 
conditions of f a i r l y high pressure, elevated temperature and 
plastic deformation due to geological changes i n associated 
strata, i t i s quite possible that the P-oentres i n an 
additively coloured salt could coagulate and form H- and 
M-oentres. Both R and M-centres, i n fact can be formed i n 
additively coloured salts under certain conditions. The 
presence of R and tl-centres alone then cannot be taken as 
absolute evidence i n favour of en irradiation colour. 
The bleaching properties of the naturally coloured 
samples with increasing tec^erature and the permanency of the 
decolourlsation on cooling strongly ^ vours an irradiation 
source for the colours. 
I t may be significant that the V-band has not yet 
been observed i n these salts, though this may be because i t 
has not been looked for. I f the V-band were observed then 
i t would form extremely strong evidence i n favour of an 
irradiation colour, since i t i s hardly possible for such a 
band to be formed i n the addltively coloured salt. 
Pr^sibram supports the belief that the colour has 
irradiation as basis a i ^ ealculates that the energy available 
for t h i s purpose frwn the radioactive sources present i n the 
crystal i s qjuite adeqiaate provided one assumes the same end 
effect from a weak source acting over a considerable time as 
from a strong source acting over a short period of time. 
The sources of energy he considers ares- (65) 
1* The uranim-radium content* 
S, Energy from polonium dL- particles calculated from the 
helium content, 
3. The energy from a c t i v i t y . 
The energy from each source i s considered separately 
and i s found to be sufficient i n each case, so that the t o t a l , 
when a l l are considered as acting together i s eminently 
sufficient. Adler et a l f i n d the a c t i v i t y sufficient 
to colour only the yellow variety and not the blue (66) 
In spite of this strong argument i n favour of an 
irradiation colour several questions are s t i l l not answered 
satisfactorily. Why, for instance, are not a l l rocksalts 
coloured ?. I n the secondary layer at least, the 
available sources of energy appear to be identical l a both 
the coloured and uncoloured salts, 
Przibram assumes some particular foxsi of 
sensitisation i n the coloured variety due to plastic 
deformation or i s ^ u r i t y . Of the two, impurity seems the most 
l i k e l y since t h i s could deposit with the salt i n the earlier 
crystallisation and not i n the later, whereas plastic 
defomation would probably apply to the layer as a whole. I f 
the aenaitisation i s due to impurity then ehemleal ns^l^rsis 
should reveal a significant difference between coloured and 
uncoloured samples of the salt. Such a difference has not 
yet been reported. 
Another point to be raised i s why are the eylvines, 
which contain a much larger source of available %hergjr not 
coloured I t may be of course that here the difference i n 
ease of colouration and s t a b i l i t y of the colour produced i s 
coming into play^ (67) but again this seems \inlikely since no 
outstanding dlfferianoe i n these properties between potassium 
chloride and sodium chloride has been observed. 
Whilst speaking of the aylvines, i t i s of interest 
to note that the colouarad rocksalt invariably oecurs i n the 
close proximity of sylvine (68). I t i s , apparently, a maxim 
i n the salt mines that wherever coloured rooksalt oocups 
sylvine l a to be found near at hand. This being so, one might 
expect the layers of rocksalt near to sylvine to contain 
relatively more poliassium than the rest of the layer, sinoe 
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here the f i r s t crystallisation of sodium chloride would 
overlap the last ^ f the potaeaium chloride. This mij^t 
provide an optimum concentration of foreign matter for 
senaltisation, but the effect has never been observed* 
Alternatively, a greater concentration of potassium would 
also mean a correspondingly larger source of irradiation* 
The generally higher level of impurity i n aylvines 
i s also to be noted. Since an optimum concentration of 
divalent ia5>urity for sensitisation towards colour centre 
foiroation has been observed, i t i s probable that above m 
certain l i m i t of divalent i i ^ u r i t y concentration, the 
tendency ^o form colour centres i s prohibited, at least In . 
this case where only relatively weak sources are considered. 
This may explain why a l l the salt i n the secondary deposit 
i s not coloured and also why the sylvines are not coloured. 
In order to explain why the primary rocksalt i s not coloured, 
one must refer to the sources of irradiation available for the 
purpose. This i s exemplified i n the vastly different helium 
contents between primary and seeondary, assuming th&t a l l 
helium i s radiogenic. Indeed, the only difference between 
the primary and secondary deposits available at present, 
which might provide a clue as to why the one i s coloured and 
the other not, i s i n the helium contents. No regular 
difference can be observed i n the lead contents however. 
Further, Przibram and others (69) f i n d a eorrelation 
to exist between helium content of the coloured rocksalt and 
their colour andi has 'irovlded samples of violet and yellow 
rooksalt frar. the Qrimberg Mine i n the Werre V a l l ^ for 
examination of h o l i m contents i n this laboratory. 
I t w i l l be clear, however, frem the above review, 
that no attempt has, as yet, been made to carry out « eeaplete 
set of e^orlments on one and the s^s sample of material or 
even on different samples from the same lecal l t y . 
I t i s proposed, therefore, to invertlgatei-
1, The helium content of the salts with a view to finding 
a correlation between helium content and colour, i f such 
a correlation exists. 
3« The impurities present i n rocksalt with a view to 
detecting a senaitisor f o r colour fonnation, 
3* Mffuslon of helium i n rocksalt - this question arose 
when the haliTim contents were examined i n i t i a l l y , 
4# The origin of helium i n rocksalt, 
(a) By examination of uranium and thorium contents end 
(b) By examining the amounts of helium arising from 
oecluslon of brine i n sodium chloride when this 
i s crystallised slowly from air-saturated water. 
The absorption spectra of the various coloured s«g»l«s». 
Sinoe the samples provided "toy Przibram are only 
sufficient for helium analyses, other saa^los from 
Wlntershall have been obtained. The results of such experiments, 
together with a discussion of the results, appea^^ I n 
Chapter I I , 
34. 
Experimental. Results and Plscuasion. 
pieaolvlni;!^ antiaratus for Rocbaalta 
The dissolving apparatus i s shown i n Fig.I. I t 
consists of two inter-connected glass vessels and of 
about 8S0 ocs, capacity which attach to the main body of the 
apparatus at the standard ground Joint (B19) Q^, and 
Vg may be pumped down to vacuum simultaneously through taps 
fj^t Tg and Tg or independently> i f i t i s necessary to keep 
Tg closed, through 'S^ and Tg. Vg may be removed at w i l l to 
reject old samples and replace with new <mea, t h r o u ^ the 
standard ground ^oint (B19) O3. 
The mode of operation i s as followst-
The apparatus i s attached at the ground j o i n t 
(k^ and pumped down to vacuum with both Vj^ and Vg esipty. 
The various blown joints i n the glass are tested for pinholes 
with a Tesla c o i l and the whole apparatus i n general tested 
against leaks by allowing to stand for several hour* under 
vacuuE and re-testing with the Tesla c o i l . The absence of 
appreciable discharge or the characteristic pink discharge of 
a i r i s taken to indicate that the apparatus i s substantially 
leak^proof. 
Air i s then admitted into the dissolving apparatus 
by breaking one of the two inlets B^^ and Bg. Vg may now be 
removed readily, a weighed sangple of rocksalt put into i t , 
and replaced. Then with tap Tg closed lOO-lSO ccs. of 
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d i s t i l l e d water containing a l i t t l e sulphuric aeld to 
f a e i i i t e t e electrolysis, are admitted into % threui^ B3,, 
and Bg are then sealed o f f and and Vg ptaaq^ ed down to 
vacuum again through the two-way tap Tg. 
After the i n i t i a l panning down to vacuum of 
complete removal of rare gases fr<»Q the water i s achieved 
by vigorous electrolysis using the platintm electrodes 8^, 
which attach to through the ground Joint (B14) 0g and are 
connected to 24 v o l t , D.O, supply, Sxperiment showed that 
i f the water i s electrolysed for a period of one minute and 
the electrolytic gases pumped away, then this procedure, 
when repeated 6 - 7 times, i s sufficient to remove substantially 
a l l the rare gases i n solution with the water. A blank 
expes'iment on the water, using 8 to 3 times the amount of 
oxygen used i n actual experiments, gave a helium value of 
1 X ICT^ CCS, helium. I n an actual experiment, this i s less 
than one per cent of the t o t a l helium measured, 
Having successfully removed the helium from the 
solvent to be used, tap T5 may now be opened and some of the 
water allowed to run into Vg which contains the rookealt 
sample, s t i r r i n g to f a c i l i t a t e the dissolution process, 
i s achieved by the inclusion i n V3 of a small iron n a i l 
Sealed i n a j^rex glass envelope which Is made to rotate 
by the use of an external magnetic s t i r r e r . Sufficient water 
i s generally accommodated i n Vj^ for at least three experiments. 
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When the solution of the rooksalt tao^le i t eoopletey 
the gases so liberated may be freed from solution i n the 
brine i n the same way as before, i»e* by eleetrolyais 
using the platinum electrodes which enter Vg throng the 
ground j o i n t Q4. Ground joints 3 and 4, being of a more 
permGonent nature and i n oloser eontaot with the water than 
jo i n t s 1 and S and sealed with Apleaon wax W| as 9ppoisd to 
the Apieson grease II used en 1 and 2* 
i ^ i t h each mieeesaive operation of electrolysis, 
oxyg@3i i s added to about 1 cm# pressure to the eleotrolytlQ 
gssea and the gasea transferrsd onto the cooled ehareocd unit 
i n the circulating system. aere» as described later» the 
hydrogen produood eleotrolytically i s rsooved i n axceae 
osgrgen as water. (@oe ;^endix) 
Unfortunately9 no aooount was tekm i n the f i r s t 
experiments of the chlorine, which i s also produced i n the 
electrolysis. This was found to have a prcfound effect on the 
mercury i n the apparatus, a white sublimate, presunmbly 
merourous chloride, foming i n the circulating system and 
accumulating i n the cold trap used to retain water. After 
cleaning out the circulating system, further trouble was 
avoided by using a mercury anode for the electrolysis i n Vg, 
As I n the previous removal of rare gai from such a 
solution, i t was found, by eerrying out a test experiment on 
the solution remaining after a measurement had already been 
made on the gases liberated, that 6 «^  7 aerations of 
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electrolysis transfer to the oiroolating oysien woro 
euffioiont to release sabstantlally a l l the hellua fvm tho 
solutiozki thus, i n a blank experiment using moro oxygen than 
i s generally used i n an eaQ>eriment, 1 3| IQT^ oos, h e l i m 
word deteet«d« 
A l l the measur^nents on rooksalts, the results of 
which are given below, wero carried out In the manner 
described above. 
Beottlts and dleeuesion. 
The results of the various samples ej^miaed together 
with their place of orlgla are given i n ohronolos^eal ©rdor 
i n Table V. 
TABI^ V 
P;^ at?e qf Oy^ ff^ n^ M m 
1 WintorshalltHerrlngen^Yellow 
Werra Valley 
3 
9 Orlmberg llin6,Werra. Violet 
4 
& 
6 
7 
e 
9 
10 
n 
Wlntershall 
» 
rt 
(I 
« 
Yellow 
n 
Fiecoi 
N 
t t 
» 
Powder 
Pioces 
S,47, 
1.8S. 
1.00 
0.96. 
0.96. 
0.89 
0»78 
0.78 
4.58 
4.00 
7^ 09 
TAE^ y jooi^t) 
12 Wlntershall Blue Pieces 15.0 
13 * " S0*4 
14 « I t n 13,4 
1$ ariaberg Yellow « 15.1 
16 " « *• 21*6 
1?he pieces referred to i n Table V under the eeluan 
headed *Fhysical State* are i n general less than lea^ in 
size and are obtained by fracture of a larger single pieee. 
I t ean be seen that i n any series of results on any one 
sas^le, excluding result 11, the heliipa content of a pieee 
of rocksalt appears to decrease with time after fracture. 
This may, of course, be singly a natural eonsequ«iee ef the 
previously^ noted inhoraogeneity of the salt with rei^eet te 
helium content from the results of ether workers. Ths 
po s s i b i l i t y of diffusion of helium trm the salts must not be 
overlooked however and the reproducibility of the spparatus for 
these analyses (^lust b§^  examined. For the l a t t e r purpose a 
sas^le of the violet salt was powdered, thorou^ily mixed by 
quartering and examined for hell\sa content - results 6, 7 
fflcid 8. 
A lOds of helium with time i s s t i l l observed i n the 
powdered sample though much snaller losses than seen i n 
previous samples, results 1 - 6 , where pieces were used to the 
experiments. No s t r i c t aooount was taken of the time 
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between analyses on the powdered sas^le though ^ s was 
about two to three days botween esoh oetimatlon. 
This result rules out the possibility that 
diffusion frero the salt la entirely responsible for the loss 
of helium with time In the pieoes. I t sems as t h o u ^ helium 
may be lost i n some other way but reault 11, obtained lator 
along with reetiltB 9 and 10, indieatos that the effeet 
observed i n the pieoes i s most l i k e l y due to tho inhonogwieity 
of the samplos. Later results 13 • 16 confirm t h i s view. 
This argument does not apply to the powdered sas^plea so the 
po s s i b i l i t y of diffusion from the powder must be further 
exaziiined* 
With regard to the question raised by Prsibram 
regarding helium content and colour, these results ^ow that 
there i s definite j u s t i f i c a t i o n f o r saying that a eorrelation 
does exist between helium content and colour. 
Thus the helium contents o$ the salts from 
Wintersdiall show a change from blue to yellow to v i o l e t , the 
bltio having the highest heliiBo content and the vi o l e t tho 
loaet* The salts from ^rlmberg are similarly arrayed aa far 
as they were examined, the yellow variety having a higher 
helium content than the v i o l e t , a result already antioipated 
by Pralbram* (70) 
Abeerp^on 8p!e>9trum Qf salt from Wlntershajl 
The absorption spectrum of each of the colouMd 
varieties from Wintershall have been measured at the 
X .- ^ u o i i ROCK i q u T . 
O = ^^0*.t.i RcH -Ki f^uT . 
Mft</e . U( \< t rK I ft) H> 7<>M> 
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I»hy0io8 Bepartm^t, Singa College, Newoastle^ti^en-^Tyne, 
llTr %% Bosketh, to whom I em very much indebted. Thei« 
are rarproduotd i n Fig. i i , 
fh9 Violet sample $^ OWB a strong aainoin^tieii mas^Saimii 
at & 7 i ^ which i f i taken to be the It. 11 band, with ether 
weaker maxima at SOOOA and 4100A* the l a t t e r may be r r {> W > 
attributed to i i i ^ r i t y as i s d^e by frsibraa i n other eas«« 
f o r maxima around 4400A. A maximum i n this region hat only 
been observed previously i n the blue salts* 
The blue sassple shows maxima at 3600 6000A 
which may be the R-band again or colloids or a ©ssibinaticHi 
of the two, an4, l i k e the vi o l e t , at SSOOA* 
The yellow s«siple unfortunate!ly faded before a 
measurement oould be made, conforming to the general l a b i u m 
of the natural yellow varieties (71) examined by other 
workers. Sv^ i n the eelourltas iiwitples so predneeA m 
tendon^ for the absof^tion to inereikse arota^ SO@@A i t 
to be obaerved however, that m^ing the Intei^retatien t£ 
the maxiaa i n t^e vio l e t and blue eases i n ^ t region at 
V~band0 aon^what dubious. 
I n order to e:^lain why a l l aastples of rootksalt 
a|>e not coloured, ^ e isust assume that i n the eates of the 
thai are coloured, smm i i ^ ^ u r l t y or p^ressure efrect l a 
present, which sensitieea the salt toward colour formatien. 
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SOlphiSo imp f o r 9xmp%ef has bsen suggested 1»2r Wiemlnger «0 
a Q^in&itiB&v f o r poXldid f o m t i o n as l e found to th« ease 
i n the aiaver haXIdes* 'She various saioples from W i n t e r ^ I X 
liave therefore t)een suisjeoted to speetrogriQjhle exsainatim 
t o see i f any s i g p i f l e a n t dlfferenoe exists I n ehemloaX 
eontent 'between the three cases* The results are Bh&m $m 
f a l j l e V I, 
mm 
Fotaeslum 
C ^ e r 
s t r e n t l m 
^ Q i ^ i i i i m 
• O*O0©1 
Q«00005 
0«00@ 
0«000& 
traee 
O.O00S 
• 0*0001 
• O#O01 
traee 
0#09 0*60 appi 
^ • OfOOOl 
0*001 1«0 app 
%©3 OtOOQl 
0*003 4O4I 
- 0^03 
0*0008 
*O#©O01 
0,0001 
•0^0001 
traoe 
0*00$ 
o*o0a 
0*0000 
0*0009 Uleicel 
surer 
• as upper l l a i i i . 
Other elments not detected In^tnsr of the saa^les were}< 
AS, AUt Ba, So, M, Qd» 00, Or, Oa, Oe, Sg, l a , 1,4, XOi ti, 
fXf W» Sn* ZIP* 
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The TlraQlmn md Thorlm Content 
I n view of the fa c t that natural rooksalt appearB 
to contain excessive Qpiantltloa of helium, i t i s surprising 
that no reports have heen puhllshed ahout Investigations 
on t h e i r thorium as well as t h e i r uranium content. 
The thorium and uranium contents of a sample of 
rookealt have now heen determined. A large piece of hlue 
rocksalt was hrolcen up Into e m l l e r pieces* The i ^ a l l e r 
pieces were thoroughly mixed and quartered, ttiianium and 
thorium analyses were then carried out hy the moat 
seaisitive methods available, i« e. uranium hy the fluorescence 
method and thorium hy s c l h t i l l a t i o n counting, on 2O0 go. 
sauries of the snnller pieces. I am very much indehted 
,lro Mr. J«C. l^alton f o r carrying out these analyses. The 
method of extraction of minute gjiantitles of uranitara and 
thorium i s desorihed l a t e r i n the Appendix. The quantities 
measured I n t h i s way werej-
0»17 t 0,02 X 10"^ m U/gm.3alt 
and less than <j x 10 gui TVsm. s a l t 
I t can he seen that the thorium value i s 
extremely ranall and would not contribute very much to the 
amountJi of hellTim found i n the salts. The helium must 
c e r t a i n l y arise then ^through some prooesa other than 
uranium and thorium decay. 
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%?a^ chii^ g,I>rfyper^ «f^  
Both the v i o l e t and blue samples were scifto^eettd to 
an Increase I n temperature i n daylight and were found to 
bleach t o a colourless state w e l l below the melting point* 
The experiment was carried out i n only a (ptali t a t i v e fashion 
to make sure that these seniles conformed i n beheviotiv to heat 
with sas^les examined by other workers, 
Th© yellow colour was also found to fade qtiite 
r a p i d l y on essposure to daylight and without any accosipanying 
increase i n t^nperature. This again agrees with the general 
behaviour of natural yellow i r r a d i a t i o n coloured roeksalt 
observed by other workers and also with a r t i f i c i a l l y 
i r r a d i a t i o n coloured saiiiples of purer sodium chloride^ 
jDlseussiiOn of the r e s u l t s 
The r e s u l t s of the hellimi measurements shown i n 
Table v^T indicate a cor r e l a t i o n between helium eoritent and 
colour of the sample under examination. This would indicate 
that the colouration achieved i n any saaspls depends at least 
i n p a r t on the amount of i r r a d i a t i o n n^ieh that safl^le has 
received, i'hls does not necessarily imply that the colourations 
are due exclusively to d.- a c t i v i t y , f o r , aeoeptlng Hahn's 
hypothesis as to the so\irce o f the helium, assoeiated with the 
oir a c t i v i t y are two a c t i v i t i e s which dould also e f f e c t the 
colouration. The appearance of the colour i n the blue and 
v i o l e t cases would favour the assumption thatot* a c t i v i t y l a 
the prime mover i n the colouration process however. I n these 
oases the colour i s generally i n the form of s t r i a t i o n s so that 
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the i n d i v i d u a l regions of c o l o u r # l o n are l l r a l t s d i n extent* 
This could be due to the growth of radium P inthe e r y s t a l l i s a t i o i 
process along c r y s t a l houndaries. Subsequent ot- a c t i v i t y 
from the radium P a r i s i n g from the radium D should produce 
high concentrations of F>centres i n the israediate v i c i n i t y ^  
as i s usual i n oases where oC- a c t i v i t y i s used i n the 
colouration process. Such high l o c a l concentrations of 
F-centrss would favour t h e i r aggregation i n t o secondary 
u n i t s such as the R- and M- centres which occur i n the v i o l e t 
and blue v a r i e t i e s , or even colloids* 
B(»abardraent of sodimn chloride (and Sti^di? a l K a l l 
helldes) w i t h h i ^ energy oC-^perticles or electrons has been 
observed to produce i n i t i a l l y a high concentration of 
BVcentres* On thermal or op t i c a l bleaching a v i o l e t colour 
develops and the c r y s t a l now shows an absorption maximum at 
5,800 A (73), This absorption band has been a t t r i b u t e d to 
co l l o i d s (73) or sodium at i n t e r s t i t i a l s i tes (74) arising 
as a r e s u l t of radiation damage to the c r y s t a l . ]fo precise 
evidence f o r such designations has been put forward but i t i s 
to be noted that no co l l o i d s were detected by Wienlnger i n 
similar experiments. (See Table IV) 
The s i m i l a r i t y of t h i s bendlto those vhich occur 
i n the natural v i o l e t roeksalt i s s t r i k i n g however and 
strongly supports the view that polonium OL- p a r t i c l e s 
are the prime movers i n producing t h i s colouration i n nature. 
That i r r a d i a t i o n amount i s not the only fa c t o r 
entering i n t o the colouration process i s evident from the 
helium values found f o r the yellow v a r i e t i e s . Thus^ i f 
i r r a d i a t i o n were the sole e f f e c t , one would expect the blue 
v a r i e t y , which contains the higher aggreg^^^nof centres i«e» 
co l l o i d s , to have the highest helium content, the v i o l e t , 
the next highest helium content, since t h i s also contains 
secondazT centres, and the yellow variety, containing only 
F<^centres, to have the lowest helium content. The helium 
values actually found Indicate the order of helium contm t s 
to be blue the highest, then yellow^ and v i o l e t ^ the least* 
Thus one must postulate i n the case of the v i o l e t variety 
a t least^^ that some form of sensitisation towards centre 
foxroation and' also towards aggregation of these centres, must 
be i n evidence. This being so, i t i s reasonable to assume that 
there i s also sen s i t i s a t i o n i n the other cases though not 
necessarily to the same degree. Thus, the yellow variety 
w i t h less sensitisation than the v i o l e t , rcQpires a greater 
amount of i r r a d i a t i o n I n order to achieve i t s colour. 
S i m i l a r l y , the blue variety could have the same degree of 
sensit i s a t i o n or even less than the v i o l e t v a r i e t y , so that i n 
order to achieve i t s colour, i t must also receive a greater 
amount of I r r a d i a t i o n then the v i o l e t , which may, or may not, 
be of the order of magnitude of that received by the yellow 
variety. 
/ 
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Thus, by considering a j o i n t e f f e c t by i r r a d i a t i o n 
and sens!tisation, one can account s a t i s f a c t o r i l y f o r the 
v a r i a t i o n i n helium content amongst the various coloured 
specimen. Olmllarly, i n order to explain why xmcolourod 
samples, which contain guentities of helium of the same order 
of magnitude as the coloured samples, are not coloured, one 
must asstime that these sazoples are not ssnsitised to. the 
same degree as are the coloured varieties* 
Assuming that the sensitiaatlon occurs as the result 
of the inclusion of some i n ^ u r i t y , a sampls of each of the 
coloured v a r i e t i e s has been subjected to spectrochemieal 
analysis. I t can be seen from the results of these analyses 
(Table VI) that the samples d i f f e r widely i n t h e i r eontent of 
eanall quantities of impurity, so mueh so that i t i s d i f f i e u l t 
to separate any single impurity as a l i k e l y sensitlser. I t i s , 
however, notable that the blue sample, i n which cellelds occur, 
i s mueh less pure than the v i o l e t or yellow samples. I t i s 
also noteworthy that the yellow and blue samples, which on the 
basis of helium ccmtent have received the greater amount of 
i r r a d i a t i o n , also contain the greater lead eontent and that 
they both contain as w e l l , higher (quantities of potassium 
than does the v i o l e t , i n d i c a t i n g that here too i n K*^  decay 
they have also received the greater i r r a d i a t i o n . 
The general l e v e l of divalent impurity i s greater 
i n the v i o l e t and blue san^jlee than i n the yellow, the 
extremely h i g ^ calcium content of the blue, and the high 
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copper content of the v i o l e t s a l t being noteworthy. The 
copper content f o r the yellow and blue salts agree well with 
the value previoie l y found by B l i t z and Markus f o r a sample 
of blue rocksalt. (75) 
The absence of l i t h i u m i n any sample i s ILLBO 
noteworthy i n view of the f a c t that l i t h i u m has been detected 
i n *'deep natural waters" which have been taken as similar to 
those from which the salts c r y s t a l l i s e d . Too much significance 
must not be attached to t h i s f a c t since the actual 
concentration of lithiiam i n the waters i s not recorded end 
may be at such a low l e v e l as to be not detectable i n these 
analyses* 
The Sensitiaation of Naturally Occurring Sodium Chloride 
toward colour Foimatlon 
Two cases are to be considered, f i r s t l y sensltisatlon 
by divalent negative ion» and secondly scnsitisation by 
divalent positive ions. SensitiSation by p l a s t i c 
deformation i s ignored mainly because of the appearance 
of the colours themselves and a' laok of knowledge of the 
hi s t o r y of the deposits. Thus, I f the sensitisation were by 
p l a s t i c deformation, one would not expect to f i n d i n the same 
piece of rocksalt, two patches of blue colouration separated 
by a colourless zone (even bearing I n mind the f a c t that t h i s 
colourless zone may have been coloured yellow o r i g i n a l l y and 
has now faded), neither would one e:^ect to f i n d s t r i a t l o n s 
i n the colour which are arranged orthogonally. The inference 
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fro© such s t r i a t i o n s would be that they represented eraeks 
or disloeaticms along which vacancies could aggregate and 
should therefore be arranged r a d i a l l y fvm the centre about 
which the deformation takes place. This assumes possibly an 
over-simplified picture of the deformation but the OQISSIOB 
of t h i s type of sensitlaation i s nevertheless f e l t to be 
j u s t i f i e d . 
Both types of colour formatiozi quoted here are 
exe!!^llfied i n the sauries examined i n t h i s work. 
The above d i f f i c u l t i e s do not arise i n the case of 
iispurity s e n s i t i s a t i o n since the impurity could be so 
d i s t r i b u t e d as t o iSive l ^ s e effects. 
1.; Seqi^lt^^eat^Qfl by B^y^^^ei^^ ^Pm^-^^ 
I t has been shown i n the case of the f l u o r i t e S t 
whose colouration i s a t t r i b u t a b l e t o some radlo-aotive 
influence, t h a t the depth of colour attained i s intimately 
connected w i t h the sulphur content of the sample (76), I t 
has also been suggested that the formation of s e n s i t i v i t y 
specks i n s i l v e r halides containing traces of s i l v e r 
sulphide, i s due to the aggregation of F«>eentre8 ar i s i n g from 
the inclusion^ s u b s t i t u t i o n a l l y , of i n the halide l a t t i e e . 
C o l l o i d a l s i l v e r p a r t i c l e s are thought to r e s u l t from the 
|\irther aggregation of P-centres (77). 
On the basis of these facte, i t has been suggested 
that sulphide ion i s the sensltiser responsible f o r the 
appearance of c o l l o i d a l aggregates i n the n a t u r a l l y oocuring 
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rocksaltfi (78), I n making t h i s suggestion, Wlenenger ha» 
assumed that since the two types of halides i * e * sodium 
and s i l v e r , are of similar c r y s t a l l i n e form then what applies 
to the one £i»y w e l l apply to the other. The two cases, however, 
are not s t r i c t l y analagous. The basis of the argument f o r the 
s i l v e r halide ease i s that 3^ i s incorporated i n the l a t t i c e 
as s u b s t i t u t i o n a l plus an F<i>centre. The presence of 
F'Centrea i s then thought to a i d foznation of c o l l o i d a l s i l v e r 
by aggregation. I n the case of the rocksalts, t h i s cannot be 
$0 f o r a f t e r bleaohing by heat treatment P-centres should be 
re-generated and the c r y s t a l become coloured yellow. The 
bleaching, i n f a c t , i s quite permanent i n the absence of 
suitable i r r a d i a t i o n . One must assume, therefore, that the 
inclusion of sulphide ion i n rocksalt i s not by the same 
mechanism as that postulated f o r the inclusion I n s i l v e r halidesj 
This, however, does not preclude the p o s s i b i l i t y of 0" * being 
a sensltiser toward centre formation under the influence of 
i r r a d i a t i o n . 
Since, f o r the r.oovj reason, i t seems unli k e l y that 
3""* enters the sodium chloride l a t t i c e as S* plus an electron, 
then assuming the inclusion to be su b s t i t u t i o n a l , i t must 
enter as S* " wi t h an associated anion vacancy. Inclusion 
of 3"*- would tlius increase the concentration of trapping 
centres f o r electrons released by I r r a d i a t i o n and therefore 
sensitise the c r y s t a l toward P*centre formation. This should 
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r e s u l t i n greater saturation values of F-centres and thus 
favour t h e i r aggregation. Sensitisation towards the formation 
of c o l l o i d s should also r e s u l t . 
M i t c h e l l has pointed out that the a f f i n i t y f o r a 
sulphur attrni to take up a second electron i n foming 8""" 
i s much less t!\an the a f f i n i t y f o r a chlorine atom to take \xp 
an electron and form CI*". Without reference to l a t t i c e 
energies or the mode t)t inclusion of ST^ i n sodium chloride, 
i t would seem probable that on i r r a d i a t i o n of sodium chloride 
containing sodium sulphide an electron would be more readily 
given up by S"^  than by CI". I t must be borne i n mind I n t h i s 
respect that i n the natu r a l l y occurring rocksalt, one i s 
conalderlftg r e l a t i v e l y weak i r r a d i a t i o n sources acting over 
a long time. Such an effect would also sensitise the s a l t 
toward F-oentre formation. 
I f indeed the electrons available, f o r the foxmation 
of P-centres, are derived from S then the characteristic 
V*band need not be present i n the natural i r r a d i a t i o n coloured 
rocksalt. I t would be of interest to examine f u r t h e r the 
absorption spectrtra of the natural salts i n the U-V region 
to confirm whether or not the V«band i s actually present. 
Unfortunately, the absorption spectrum measured i n t h i s 
region and shown i n f i g , J I - i s not s u f f i c i e n t l y accurate to 
make t h i s point c e r t a i n but the indication i s that the V-band 
i s absent. 
51. 
S. Sen^ltisatlon by Divalent Positive Ions 
I t has been seen above that sensitisatlon towards 
colour formation can be achieved by inclusion of a divalent 
negative Ion and i t may seem anamolous that divalent p o s i t i v e 
ions Qhould produce the same effect. I t must be remembered 
however that there are two possible fates f o r the secondary 
electrons which are released as a r e s u l t of the incident 
i r r a d i a t i o n . F i r s t l y the electron may combine with an anion 
vacancy forming an f-centre, the chances of t h i s process oeourini 
being favoured by the nimiber of anion vacancies available. 
A l t e r n a t i v e l y , the electrons may re-coifiblne with the free holes 
from which they were o r i g i n a l l y released. Ponaatlon of P-centre 
w i l l then be favoured by increasing the number of trapping 
centres f o r the free positive holes. There i s good reason 
to believe t h a t . I n certain cases, e,g, the alkaline earth 
elements, that divalent positive ions enter the sodium chloride 
l a t t i c e s u b s t l t u t i o n c l l y accompanied " l ^ a cation vacancy (79), 
Inclusion of these divalent p o s i t i v e ions thesHM-ll increase 
the number of trapping centres f o r positive holes and should 
therefore sensitise the c r y s t a l toimrds P-centre foreaation. 
I n addition to the q u a l i t a t i v e observation of 
e e n s i t i s a t i o n i t has been observed that f o r some divalent 
p o s i t i v e ions, a t l e a s t , an optimum concentration of 
divalent Ions f o r s e n s i t i s a t i o n occurs. I n t h i s case one 
must aaeume that i n i t i a l l y the two CI" which accompany the 
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p o s i t i v e ion form fresh additions to the l a t t i c e without 
a f f e c t i n g the number of tolson vacancies* At the eptiimm 
the l i m i t to t h i s process i s reached and the 01'* amst then 
begin to occupy anion vacancies and thereby reduce the 
tendency to centre foxmation on i r r a d i a t i o n . 
A l t e r n a t i v e l y , i t may be that at the optimum the 
concentration of divalent p o s i t i v e ions i s such that 
c l u s t e r i n g becomes favoured* This would tend to inorease 
greatly the l o c a l concentration of cation vacancies i n the 
v i c i n i t y of the clusters' but reduce i t generally i n the rest 
of the c r y s t a l . Such a process eould then lead to r e l a t i v e l y 
less s e n s i t i s a t i o n at concentrations greater than the optimum* 
I f the free holes are indeed captured at cation 
vietoanoies associated with di^ralent positive ions, then one 
would expect the characteristic V-band to be modified ssraewhat 
by v i r t u e of the presence of the divalent p o s i t i v e ion* Suoh 
an e f f e c t has been observed with the P-band i n potassium 
chloride when the environment of the electron trapped at the 
anion vacancy has been modified by v i r t u e of the presence 
of Bb'^ . (80) Further investigation of V-bands associated 
with divalent impurity i s indicated and may lead to the actual 
form iHhich sensitisation takes i n the natu r a l l y coloured 
rocksalta. 
I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g to note i n t h i s respect that no 
less than six B-bands have been observed i n a c r y s t a l of 
sodium chloride a f t e r i r r a d i a t i o n with X-rays or electron 
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bombardment^ w i t h maxima at 6^600, OfSOOy 3p9dOp 6y7S0» 
5»&30 and Sfi^OA (@l). I t may be that the presenoe of 
inipurity i n s u b s t i t u t i o n a l positions i n the l a t t i o e are 
responsible tojf some of thesd bands and suggests farther 
investigation along these l i n e s , 
Sensitisation of rooksalt towards colour oentrs 
fonnation by means of p l a s t i c defonaatlon has already been 
mentioned* Once foz^d» there a^e two fur t h e r effects 
which can a i d aggregation of these centres and thus give 
r i s e to oolioids* These are, inerease of t ^ e r a t u r e and 
increase of pressure* The ^ e o t resulting frsm the fomer 
i s due presuinably to the Increased m o b i l i t y of the oentres* 
I n the l a t t e r there must also be a s l i g h t increase I n 
teo^erature accompanied by a mechanical pushing together 
of the oentrea, 
- - 0 *- * 
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The P i f f u s i o n of H e l i ^ i n Rocksalt 
I t has already been shown that there i s every 
reason t o suspect t h a t , on standing, a sainple o f powdered 
rocksalt which contains helltim tends gradually to lose 
i t s helium by di f f u s i o n * I n order to examine t h i s further, 
end i n a qiaantitative fashion, a sample of yellow rocksalt 
frc»n iRintershall was c a r e f u l l y ground i n t o a powder, sieved 
t h r o u i ^ a 100 mesh geological sieve i n order to obtain a 
f a i r l y unifona p a r t i c l e size and thoroughly mixed-by. 
OLuartering. The powdered sample was stored i n a screK-
topped j a r contaixiM i n a desiccator* 
Ixffioedlately following the grinding, a sas^le of 
the powder was weighed out and examined f o r helium content. 
Successive helium estimations were carried out on similar 
saii?>lee of the powder at in t e r v a l s of 6 to 30 days over the 
follow i n g 90 days or so. The results of these estimations 
are given i n Table V I I and graphed i n Pig* I I I , 

M PeglQd i n days frew f i r s t n^limU^jm^fnl M SffffiPi^f 
% P 1*9S 
2 S4 ^•39 
3 33 1*75 
4 47 1*64 
6S 1.67 
6 68 1.68 
7 90 1*6^ 
6 94 3U38 
The resu l t s given i n Table V I I above show an i n i t i a l 
rapid loss of helium with time follow#.d by a less rapid IcMs* 
When p l o t t e d , the graph of helium eontent versus 
time i s observed to be of e:^onential foim, 
(|ql(^;a|^(ffl 9f 1ft>y ?|m«^9n gf^ffl^iei^ l t 9:^  nel,%m 
I n the calculation of the d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t , 
the p a r t i c l e s of rocksalt are asetmied t o be of spherioal shape. 
The solution of the d i f f u s i o n equation; 
* ^ (Sx« - -
where 4| « Change of «ezii6@nt£'sMon w*r*t« time, 
i s ^ (the concentration gradient.) 
D ** d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t . 
f o r isotropic diffusion out of a epher© I s given "by Jost 
and BaxT®3? (BZ) aa?-
nt sc oo 
B3 * 1 
This formula r e f e r s to the average concentration, 
1, i n a sphere of radi\!i|i r ^ , vhose I n i t i a l taniform 
concentration has "been c^ and i t s f i n a l concentration i a 
©f. The boundary conditions for the general case "being:-
0 w j& 0 for 0 < r < r ^ and t « 0 
e « ^ 0 for r *? and t>0 
Where Biay he smaller or larger than e^. The 
solution inolude© also the i ^ e o i a l oaseBj-
0 » 0 for 0<r<ro and t = o 
Q X fi 0 for p m and t > 0 
G tt ]ii 0 for 0<T<TQ and t « 0 
c » c ^ as 0 for r e r ^ and t>Q * 0 
I n the case under consideration here however, the 
p a r t i c l e s of sodluia chloride, assumed spherical i n shape, are 
not a l l of uniform size* 
I#et there he n-j^  p a r t i c l e s of radius r3v--and mass nij^ 
« « ng •» " fflg 
8e3.iuia content sateasured a f t e r time t « o «• average 
concentration for 
a l l p a r t i c l e s . 
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^ ^ 2 
cc»/gnu 
* IfOtal hellmn I n cos 
t o t a l weight of p a r t i c l e s 
Thus, assuming ts 0 equation (2) "becomes 
H r 
iWrt • • • • • 
Since a l l p a r t i c l e s are conaidereS as spheres t h e i r volumes w i l l 
i f the density = d 
Then = dTTr^ '^^ d 
Wg a i lTr^i^d and so on, 
Thus (3) "becomes:-
,ni|7V'i-]3d 2-- ^ e ~ - 7 £ S — 
( _J!2il_ 
n i 3 VT^^ d + 
ma CO 
3 5: 1, or c= 6 o± ( " l ^ i oi-l m8 e -tl>^%2 3 -
"1^1^ + ^2^2^ + 
ms <30 ) 
or G= 1^ ^ C i ^ l ^ 0^0^ ^  ^ exp(-tTr%o2/ro2 ) 
npl ( Pi 
(4) 
> 
lo 
7 
3 
X 
•7 
1 ^ T 5 = S ^ — T C 5*:? ?1 To i'l i^ X t 
Vo io T o v o JTo 7-0 
Xn order to olatain the r a l u ^ i of «nd a MspX* 
of the powder uead i n the investigationi vaa a i t r o -
pli^tegraphed and nagnlfiod to SO tiaoff it« noenal l i t i * tht 
eiaa and mmibw of a l l the p a r t i e l a s photographed «»• thon 
iBoaeiared azid a hiatograa showing partiolo s i z e distribution 
was constmoted* Flg*V« 
To f a c i l i t a t o r the ealoulationti waluoa of the 
smaaation of tho oxpoaentiaX tons i n oqiiiatloa (4) aro 
ealeulatod* Thus, 
00 that « « QATI ©O**©^^ 51 L exi».(-aa^  
nnX " »«» OP 
For varioua values of x ranging from 0 to 10 the fanotioa 
fJSB oO _1 (-as*) " 7 (•«?) 
Sliail 
oan now "be wuamed over a l l the noeoaaary valuea of a. ?ig«VX» 
I f z i e now plotted against y, then f or any raluo 
of X the value of y i s readily avalla"ble f r m the graph. 
SuitalJlo values of D are now chowen ao that for a 
given t the r a t i o i may 1:>e oaleulated* The various valuoa 
01 
of are now plotted against the correaponding valuea of 
^ p F i g . VXX* For an ei^erimental value of 1 for the choaen 
t the value of 0 oan now "bo read o ff thia ourvt. 
To eonfira t h i s value of Df valuoa of 9 are now 
ealeulated using the experimental value for 9^ » for 
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various values of t. c i s then plotted against t and, t h i s 
cur?f^ compared with the experimental curve. 
The value for t i s taken at 4 7 days i n the i n i t i a l 
c a l c u l a t i o n and the corresponding experimental value for c 
of 1 * 6 7 X lO"''^  ccs/gm, c j i s 1 » 9 S x 10'"' ' ' ccs/gm. 
I t can he seen that the value of D calculated i n t h i s 
way ( 1 , 1 X 1 0 ~ ^ * cm^/sec.) does not give s a t l s f a c t c r y 
ooQ^arison with the experimental values. 
This simply means that the value of 1 . 6 7 x 10" ' ' ' ccs/gm. 
at 4 7 days i s not quite accurate. 
Similar c a l c u l a t i o n using p ss 8 . 0 x 1 0 * ^ ^ m^/aeo, 
gives a more satisfactory comparison. 
Using t h i s value for D ( 8 . 0 x 1 0 " ^ ^ cra^/sec.) one 
can calculate the lo s s of helium to he e^^ected from any si z e 
of sphere of rockealt during the geological age of the deposits, 
assuming the temperature of the deposits to he 20®C. 
Thus for a sphere of radius 1 0 0 cms t a 10® years 
and D « 8 X 10*"'^^ cmVsec. 
mal 
X » ^ 3C 8 X 1 0 - ^ ^ X IQQ X 3 6 5 X 8 4 X 6 0 X 6 0 « 3 . 5 x 10"*^ 
O a 0 . 8 4 . 
H 
i . e . the l o s s during geological time = 16% of i n i t i a l 
concentration. 
so* 
For the secondary la y e r now t S x lo''' years 
to that X * ,005 
and ^ tt 0»95 
l«e« l o s s from the secondary layer for p a r t i c l e s of t h i s 
s i z e a 656. 
Simi l a r l y for r # 200 cms. 
% « 10^ years and J) • 8 x 10""^^ cmVsao. 
X m ,006 
and £ «0,9@. 
^ ' i 
l»e« the l o s s of helium m 
For p *» goo cms. 
t «? 2 X 10*'' years and D «? 3 x 10*^® Gra^/sec, 
X « ,001 
end 0 1*0 
i»e« l o s s i s negligiblei 
Thus for spheres of radius 200 cmsj losses of 
helium during geological time i n the primary layers are qjiito 
low whilst for the seoondary layer they are negllgllsls. 
Loss frm a sphere of radius •5mm. « 0*05 cms. 
With t a 34 hours and D «= 6 x 10"^^ omS/eec. 
tiiea X « ^ X 8 X 10"^S X 84 X 60 X 60 
,0025 
3.0 X 10"^^ 
2 ^ 3..0 
c. 
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This l a s t value calculated for i s i n 
agreement with the f a c t that Rayleigh was unable to detect 
the passage of helium through rocksalt* within the l i m i t s of 
detection of the apparatus he used. 
63. 
!^ he Diffusion at Blevated TesroeratureR 
I t i s intended to treat the diffusion as an 
activated process so that a rel a t i o n of the type j -
should he followed. By measuring the values of D a t 
various temperatures i t should then he possihle to calculate 
S> the activation energy for the process. This value for B 
may then he compared with other values of the e c t i v a t f c ^ 
energy for other diffusion processes i n sodium chloride* 
A f r e s h sample of yellow ro^kaalt (ahout 400 ^ s s ) 
i s hroken down i n the manner deserihed previously, t&rs$ 
well-fomed c r y s t a l s of ahout § to 1 inch side and 
apparently without defect are chosen for the purpose. 
Subsequent X-ray analysis of a p a r t i c l e of the groiind 
sample indicated i t to he a single c r y s t a l with a l i t t l e 
s t r a i n (83)« 
40 gm portions of the ground sample, each 
containing not l e s s than 90^ of the i n i t i a l helium content 
of the o r i g i n a l 6an5)le, are then heated under vacuum i n a 
S i l i c a glass tuhe at known temperatureew 10 gm. quantities 
are removed a f t e r c e r t a i n noted time int e r v a l s and 
examined for helium content. I n order to prevent caking of 
the sample, which w i l l a r i s e on the expulsion of o M l s ^ d 
water at the higher temperature, each sample i s dried i n a 
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desicoatop "before "being su'bjeeted to the heat treatment,-
Temperatures ate measured with a mercury thermoaeter, 
placed i n close contact with the s i l l o a glass vessel I n 
which the s a l t s are heated. 
Results 
The r e s u l t s of these e^eriments are presented 
i n Table mil. 
TABLE VIIX 
Teaao^Q Time of heatinjs He content i n hours 
0 3,00 
23 1.78 
43 1,.70 
70f 1.57 
12a 0 2,00 
16^ 
40$ 
1,46 
1,26 
64$ 1.13 
147 0 2,00 
10| 1.16 
28$ 
40| 
0.97 
0.84 
308 23 0,14 
312 5 0.16 20 0 2.04 
20 Al30ut 14 X 24 1,9^ 
11 
n 
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The comparatively rapid loss of helium at 308°C 
and 512^0 i s to he noted. Such rapid losses do not lend 
themselves to quantitative estimation i n these experiments, 
though the diffusion i n t h i s temperature region could he 
studied using p a r t i c l e s of a larger size* 
The i n i t i a l concentration of helium i s measured 
hoth before and a f t e r the experiments. I t can he seen that 
\he l o s s of helium during the time taken i n the experiments 
i s comparatively small* A common value for the i n i t i a l 
concentration i n the particles! i s taken, t h i s being chosef 
as 2*00 z lO"'^ CCS He / gm s a l t f o r convenience i n the 
subsequent calculations. 
The values of the diffusion coefficient D are 
calculated i n exactly the same manner as described previously. 
F i g y i l l shows the theoretical curves f o r the loss of h e l i i s i 
at various temperaturea on the basis of these values of B. 
Experimental values; are included^ i n figure V I I I and these 
can be seen to f i t the theoretical curves extremely well. 
The curve for the diffusion at 20^0 i s also ineluded to Pig. 
Y I I I for the ptirpose of comparison. 
Assuming a r e l a t i o n of the type 
D «« DQ exp ( ^  ) 
RI (1) 
to hold, i t should now be possible to calculate the activation 
energy 1 for the diffusion process. 
CO 
0 
oo I T 0 
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From eqcaation CO a"bove s-
log D - log DQ « - B 
thus the plot of log D against 1 should he a straight l i n o 
T 
whose slope i s -S , 
1 
Experimental values of log are plotted against 
^ i n Fig, I X . I t oan "be seen that the plot i s i n f a c t a 
straight l i n e . The slope of t h i s l i n e when measured i s 
found to l>e -6.60 x 10^. Talcing B 2,0 eale/aola then» 
the activation energy for the diffusion of helium l a natural 
yellow rooksalt i s calculated as 13,2 K eal^/aolo. 
The value of DQ I S ealeulated to "bo S,8 X lO^S 
cm^/seo. 
Table IX shows values of activation energies and 
for various other species i n sodium chloride. 
TABI2} I X 
Subfltanee Activation Snerag Dp om^/sec. 
i n K cals/mole 
HSg ^ 6,3 
Ha ,41,4 3.13 T > 
17.7 1.6 X lOrS T<55©®0. 
Ou 12,6 0.60 
HI 12,7 0.gO 
The activation energy for assBonla i s determined 
by sorption measurements (84) on a polyorystalllne mass 
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of sodium chloride and i s hence asswed to represent grain 
boundary diffusion. Since the activation energy found 
for the diffusion of helium i n rocksalt i s so much higher 
and i n view of the difference i n s i aw of the soleoules 
concerned, i t i s reasonable to assume that the diffusion of 
helium i n rocksalt i s a voltime diffusion process* 
Bmh a conclusion i s i n agreement with the effect 
expected on consideration of the resulta of the X-ray 
a n a l y s i s mentioned previously* I t would be expeeted also 
that breakdown of a larger piece into ma:^ smaller pieeeft 
would tend to reduce the number of defects per p a r t i c l e , 
thus favouring volume diffusion. 
An alternative method has been used to study the 
diff u s i o n of argon i n naturally oceuQ>iag potassium chloride 
by Smita and Gentner (85). These workers have observed a 
va r i a t i o n i n argon content of sai^ples of potassium elUoride 
which seems to bear a rela t i o n to the size of the 8aBQ>l« taken. 
The larger pieces i n the samples examined having the higher 
argon content. Smite and Gentner account for the difference 
i n argon contents between large and small pieeea as being due 
to volume diffusion of argon out of the pieces during the 
course of geological time. The smaller the pieee, the greater 
the r e l a t i v e l o s s of argon. 
They then correlate the argon content and size of 
the pieces with various assumed values of the diffusion 
c o e f f i c i e n t D using different values for the age of the 
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deposit. 0ood agreement between ealculatoor axnl experimental 
values i s obtained but there are limitatlone I n the method 
fvm the point of view of diffusion. 
Thus the diffusion eoefficlent oan only be 
Estimated at one average temperature. Ho value for tho 
act i v a t i o n energy of the process or for oan bo ©aloulated. 
I t would be of intereet therefore i f the method used i n t h i s 
work could be s^plied to the argon fn potassiiaa chloride 
eas® (and also helium i n potassium chloride) i n order to 
determine the values of B and for t h i s process and also 
to compare the r e s u l t s of the two methods. 
aaa Saatley (87 ) that gselogieal ag«« of M t M r i l M 
pe3.AtlT*2y h i | ^ e r auscmnt* of heliim tHaii lapge iMt#d«it«« a i i i 
the mn»%q^9ti% IMlct^tim Qf A rel i i t t e i i lio-lvstiit «iiit«iii 
end prt*flL^d«pkeri«i MMB, Bamor pettulttos timt m^im 
l&cXium i ] ^ n a i l 9it%ftfrlid9 !• pF«4uit#A "bsr ^ • i i d ^ i iitdl«%i«i^  
Warn tb9 l»yg«7 bodies wmld lie p3?ot#et«i fpiR 
o«mi@ ffays to m greattP extant th«a tb« 1»ddi«A and 
Igart^mor* mmlA volatiTely no?* in p M i t i i f 
tbro»i^ tlno tavthVs otsooptioFOy at ^ « aamo tim t^oiwtoapi 
i 
loeifig tlio outor tm^wB harlog tho h l f ^ ^ haXiw ooatottta* | 
Bauor*a »o^o preoiao pj^fdiotlesia on tho of I t M 
oxpootod vero lafolldatod tbo a^ao^eo of a Radial vaylntioii 
in h9ltvm oontont in %h» ootoorito* oxaalBod ^ FoMth at a l 
( 8S )« Tbo px-otJlen ma purauod fievthor Hovovor imd aai^ploo 
9f moteorltlo lu»llmHi iroro sul^joetod to jmaa apootPOB>«tar 
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exaalnfttlon* It was found In ths eamplds sxaraincA tiuit tli« 
yatlo J varied from 0.178 to 0,515 ( 59 )» 
Indicating that a subatahtlal aaiount of the heli\ni preaant waa 
of coamlo ray origin since radiogenie heliua i s knovn ta ba 
a l l of raaes foun. 
•\ 
\ 
Later esparistenta on the neteorita *Carbo* hare 
shown that there i a a variation i n helium eontent «i^ ivpth 
from the surface ( 99 ) and the extent of thla variation 
agreee well with the eelculations of Martin { }• 
Zn order to investigate the effect farther, i t weald 
seen profitable to exaaiae the * l i g h t elesent* apallatlMi 
produota i n a eanple of te r r e e t r i a l ateel whieh haa 'been 
h^harded with protons of ae high an energy aa i a attaiaalle 
( 9a )• 
%9 Coateur hae treated such interactiena en the %aaia 
of a theory of nuelear evaporation ( 9$ ) and arrived at 
conclufilona regarding the relative yields of neutr«i8» preteaa, 
deriterona, tritena and o(^ - particles and the sneri^ 
diatrihntiona of the evaporated particles. In certain reapeeta 
the e'^^poration theory ia well auhetantiated l}y experinental 
work on evaporation ata^a produced i n photegraphle egsulaiens 
( 94 ), hut no direct evidence ie svailable at preaent on the 
exact r a t i ©a of He®, He* and prodraeed i n aueh reaetiona. 
Two hloeka of ateel have heen henbarded with 84® Mev 
protons iiit^he Berke3^ (California) Synehroeyeletron and are 
exaihlned i n this work for helium content and t r i t i u a content. 
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In addition, the helium, after purification and nteaaur^nent, 
i s collected and examined for the ratio of ®He to *He. 
S3q)^r:^^rf^aj|. 
IBoml^ardaent Da^a 
fhe steel target consists of two hloelcs of steel 
( 3tt8 01118 X S^ 6cms x l« 3offls) separated hy a th l a 
altrainlum hlock ( 3,8 cms x 3*6 cms xO» 3 oaa), a l l three 
heing eeeusrely helted together. Bomhardment of the hloeka 
waa thought to take place along one edge of the hlooka and 
only i n a f a i r l y thin section of ehoat 1 mn. thiekneas. 
The protons were of 340 Kev energy and hoahardnent 
took place intermittently over a period of ahout aix months* 
Total horabardraent i n fact lasted 36 hours at 0.6/i.a giving 
a t o t a l dose of 13^ a hours* 
In order to check on this h(»ahar<3ment data and locate 
the active parts of the blocks, radloautographa were taken of 
each block i.e. two steel and one aluminium. ¥his was done 
by laying each block i n noted poaition on an une^qiosed 
X-ray f i l m ( I l f o r d Industrial ^ X-ray film) and developing 
the f i l m after a suitable time interval. When developed the 
films showed the active portions of eaoh block to be 
localised along the edges remote frm the two bc^Ltiholes 
where the three blocks had been bolted together. 
ft 
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33etermlnatlQn of the H^IIUB^ oqatent of the active fltool. 
qhoioo of Reagents 
A review of the methods availat>le for the extraction 
of gaeea from t e r r e s t r i a l Irona and eteela has heen pul^liahed 
"by Bash ( ) vho reoonniiends either merourie chloride or 
ouprio ohloride-potaaslum chloride douhle salt solationa 
as solvents. Both theee reagents were examined I n a 
qiialitativ® fashion using plecea of steel from the inactive 
end of the irradiated hlocks and contrary to Naeh* & findings 
i t waa found that the caprio chloride-potassitio ehlorido 
double salt reagent tae hy far the moat effective^ Sulphurie 
acid was also t r i e d hut i t vas found to he even less effeetive 
than mercuric chloride. 
Cuprie ohloride-potasaiimi chloride double aalt was 
therefore used to dissolve the eteel i n a l l the helium 
eetimationsy the coii^osition of the solution heing:-
400 gmd» double salt* 
30 COS. concentrated hydrochloric acid. 
850 CCS. water* 
The solution is ctf the sane composition as that uaed i n 
the investigation of the gases i n meteor!te8« 
Diasolving; Vessel for Steel Samoleg 
The dissolving apparatus i s shown i n Pig ^ • I t 
consists of a flask A of about 300 ccs, capacity which i s 
attached to a source of helium-free oxygen at the ground Joint 
Qj, In addition flasfe A has a aide-arm containing a standard 
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^oint Qt2 and i s connected to the body of the apparatus 
through taps f i and T3. 
Between taps and ^ tz*ap> cooled In l i q u i d 
nitrogen, the purpose of which la to prevent transfer of water 
from the reagent i n flask A to the rest of the apparatus, the 
need for this arrangement w i l l be discussed later when the 
determination of Tritium i s considered. 
In a typical estimation a piece of steel about 1 aa. 
thick i s $awn from the active edge of one of the blocks. This 
i s then weighed and placed i n a boat of the type shown i n 
Fig* ^ B* This boat i s made of pyrex glass and i s attached 
to a small iron n a i l sealed i n a pyrex glass envel^e* Such an 
arrangement affords ready movement of the boat Inside by the 
use of a magnet outside the apparatus. 
About 75 CCS of reagent are then adsiitted into A, 
together with a s t i r r e r , and A then re-attached at Q, With 
A i n position the boat containing the steel sample Is placed 
inside the seeled male component of j o i n t G3, which i s then 
attached to the flask A» 
Flask A i s then evacuated through taps T i and Tg 
complete removal of rare-gases frraa the solution effected by 
flushing through with helium-free oxygen* I n practice, six 
to eight flushingawlth oxygen, each sufficient to produce a 
pressure of about 1 cm. of mercury in the flaak, were found to 
remove sabstantially a l l the helium from the solution. 
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When the reagent i s satisfactorily de-gaaaed, taps 
to the pumps are closed and the steel brought into the 
reagent by pulling the boat along with a magnet outside the 
flask. The steel sample invariably drops free into tho 
solvent and the boat may be removed* i f so desired* into the 
side-arm whence i t came. 
The dissolution of the steel i s then aasiated by 
uae of a magnetie s t i r r e r . Qenerallyf about two hours 
s t i r r i n g are regiilred* the sample allowed to stand ovemi£|^ t» 
followed by another one hour s t i r r i n g , to ensure cfflsplete 
dissolution. 
The gases so released from the steel are then 
t3?ansferred, using oxygen carrier, into the circulating 
system, end the determination and collection of vhe helium 
carried out i n the manner described i n Appendix I . 
Efforts were made i n a l l these experimenta to 
Isolate the t r i t i u m released In a suitable form for 
eatlmation« Such methods as were used w i l l be diaeuesed later. 
Blank estimations were carried out on the oxygen 
supply, reagent,and the inactive end of the steel blocks 
and found to be eatlafactory e.g. the helium obtained frcm 
0*4 gma. steel from the inactive end was found by this method 
to contain 8 % ICT^ as He'at N.T.P, This would y i e l d i n the 
eoaoante of steel from the active ends used less than one 
percent of the t o t a l helium* iihere this maount becomes 
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significant e.g. samples (1) and (3) i n Table X , a 
suitable correction i s applied. 
The v a l i d i t y of the procedure was tested by carrying 
out an estimation on the meteorite 'Carbo*. The helium value 
found for 'Carbo* was 16*9 x 10"^ as He/gm, meteorite which 
i s Identical with the figure found by Reasbeck on a different 
apparatus using a part of the same sample of meteorite ( 96> ), 
Results of the analyses 
The results of the various helium analyses are shown 
i n Table X together with the approximate distance from one 
^dge of the block from which the sample was taken, 
TABLE X 
Steel Distance Total 
HexlO°cca 
Se cont- _ 
ait in 10*® 
ccs/ffm. 
Counts Cnts onSd.^ i) taken 
i n gms 
from edge 
of block. 
on 
Soluti^ r t o i a l H e ^ ) l e * 
1 *0186 O-lram 1.37 - -
3 .0471 0-lmm 1. 50 - -
3 0.5340 l-^am 1*36(calc) 3* 58(calc) 1630, 
1615 
- 0 *05S8 
4 0*370 9-15mm 1.314 4*87 1600 Ik 318 0*0564 
5 0*1346 15-31mm 0^731 5.356 868 11*304 0*033 
5 0* 0992 154 31mm 0*538 5,43 654 1*316 
Heliimi samples 3 to 6 In Table X '©re collected 
and have been examined for 3He : % e ratio by Mr. K. I*Mayne 
at the Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford. The results of these 
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analyses are shown i n the last column of Table X. 
The helium value for san^le 3 i s a calculated 
value, the method of calculation w i l l be discussed later. 
aonltorinia^ 
A considerable difference i n helium consent i s to be 
noted amongst the samples of steel examined. This underlines 
the need for adequate monitoring In order to determine the 
amount of bombardment which each sample has received. 
Sata i s available on the spallation products i n iron 
including the yields of various isotopes and their half-liveo 
( 97 ), D i f f i c u l t y i n absolute monitoring arises here since ^  
the material b(»nbarded i s not pure iron and other coi^onents 
In steel w i l l produce spallation products which w i l l add to the 
yi e l d of any particular isotope considered. 
Of the various isotopes produced In iron, V seems 
to be the on© which has the most favourable yield and h a l f - l i f e 
but here again d i f f i c u l t y could arise In the extraction of 
^ a l l quantities of vanadium from the gross quantities of 
copper present i n solution. 
Since monitoring of a relative nature only i s 
possible and i n view of the abovs consideration i t would be 
a considerable help i f I t were possible to monitor the solutions 
as Jtmh, without extracting any particular isotope. Bach 
IS-
solution contains approximately the same volume of reagent 
i.e. 75 CCS. so that i f a l l are made up to the same tot a l 
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volume they should a l l be about the same density* 
A l l the solutions containing steel are therefore 
made up to a volume of 350 cca. The plateau for the liQpaid 
counter used i s obtained using an external ^ O^o source 
and a background count taken with d i s t i l l e d water i n the 
counter. 10 ml, of each solution are pipetted into the 
counter i n turn and a count taken on each. The counter i s 
washed out with d i s t i l l e d water and acetone before admitting 
a fresh saisple of solution, the acetone being removed i n a 
current of a i r . 
The counts obtained for the various solutions are 
noted i n Table X * together with the ratios of t o t a l helium 
to t o t a l counts on solution f or each of steel samples 3 to 6. 
I t can be seen that for the three samples for which 
reliable helium values have been obtained (4, 5 and 6) the 
rat i o i s constant. The helium value for sample 5 was uncertain 
beoaua© the galvanometer deflection (see Appendix I ) obtained 
when this sample was measured was too large for accurate 
estimation* 
I t i s on the basis of the constancy of the ratio 
of t o t a l hellt:mi to t o t a l counts on eolution that the helium 
Value for steel 8amplewNo*3 shown i n Table X has been 
calculated* 
The solutions of samples 1 and 3 were discarded long 
before monitoring took place but again because of the above 
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constant r a t i o , confidence i n the helium values l a f e l t to 
be Justified. 
gstimatlon of Tritium i n the Active 3teel Sanroleo 
In a l l the helium analyses discussed above, attempts 
were mad© to extract the tr i t i u m i n a suitable form for 
analysis. The method used originally was to attraapt to 
catalyse tho reaction between tr i t i u m and oxygen as the t r i t i u m 
was released from solution. This involved the inclusion i n 
the dissolving vessel (Fig. ^  ) of an additional side-aia 
which carried leads to a spiral of platinum wire within tho 
dissolving vessel. The platinum wire was heated electrically 
to d u l l redness ( } i n an atmosphere of oxygen during tho 
dissolution and transfer of the gases released from the steel 
on solution. The water was confined to the dissolving 
apparatus during transfer by passing the gases over a l i q u i d 
nitrogen finger (see F i g ^ )• At the end of an experiment 
the water condensed on this finger %)!>uld be re-eondonsed 
into the dissolving vessel by cooling the vessel i n an lee 
salt freezing mixture and allowing the l i q u i d nitrogw finger 
to n&m vcp to room temperature* 
Provided the catalyses i s offiolent, the trit i u m 
should now be confined i n the bulk solution as oxide. By 
taking aliquots of this solution i t should now be possible to 
convert the t r i t i u m oxide into a suitable form for counting. 
I t was proposed i n i t i a l l y to count the t r i t i u m as 
tritlobutane after the method of Glascock {^^ ) , the 
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conversion to tritiobutane being carried out by reaetion of 
the aqueous solution with n-butylmagnesium brcnide* The method 
waa found unsatisfactory however since no counter plateau could 
be obtained* 
I t was therefore decided to count the t r i t i u m as 
each i*e* eonvert the oxides into t r i t i u m and hydrogen and 
use alcohol ae qjienching agent (100 )• 
Weighed <|aantltiea of the solution (about *06 gm) 
are sealed into thin walled glass phials* One such phial 
i s placed horizontally i n the container A Fig* x i . 
The whole apparatus i n Pig. Xl maintained under vacu\ai* 
After evacuating container A, the steel b a l l B i t 
allowed to f a l l freely on to the phial containing the solution, 
breaking i t and thus allowing the oxides to condense into 
vessel C which ia cooled i n l i q a l d nitrogen* 
Vessel 0 contains metallic eodium which has already 
b e ^ de-gassed under vacuum and vapoRlaed on to the walla of 
the container* 
When a l l the liquid has condensed i n C, tap T ia 
closed and the l i q u i d nitregen removed* This allows the 
vessel to mm up and reaction between sodium and irater takes 
place, 20 to 30 minutes being allowed for completion of the 
reaction* 
The mercury i n the Toepler pump S i s then f u l l y 
raised to the l i m i t s defined by the v e n t i l and the sinter 
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and the mercury i n the system 0 lowered. When the mercury 
i n Q has reached a sufficiently low level, alcohol vapour i s 
able to escape from bulb H into the apparatus. With tap Tg 
closed and Tg and Tg open, aloo2iol vapour to a pressure of 
2 cms. i s admitted into the counting tube 9, the pressure 
being measured on the manometer lig. The mercury In G i s then 
f u l l y raised. 
When the reaction i n veasol C i s complete, t?-tube 
1> i s immersed i n l i q u i d nitrogen, tap T4 i s closed and taps 
H, T3 and Tg opened. The hydrogen and tri t i u m resulting from 
the reaction may now bo transferred into tho counting tubs 9 
by the action of the Toepler pump S. The t o t a l pressure i n 
the counting tube indicated on manometer II3 i s usually about 
10 cms. 
Oylinder hydrogen mey be admitted into the system 
through the eintor-mercui^ seel Sg for those cases where 
insufficient hydrogen and tr i t i u m la released to achieve a 
t o t a l pressure of 10 cms, for the purpose of ta Aground 
calibration or for flushing out the counting tube to remove 
adsorbed t r i t i u m from the glass walls of the tube. 
Once f i l l e d with the mixture of gases which i s to 
be counted the gases are thoroughly mixed by lowering the 
mercui^ i n the Toepler puu^ S to about half way down the 
bulb, allowing the gases to expand through the sinter Si and 
then f u l l y raising the mercury again. This process i s 
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repeated twice or thrice so that good mixing i i ensured. 
Tap % may now be closed and the coimting tube carefully 
removed from the apparatus. The tube i s then re-assembled 
inside a lead castle ee a normal Qeiger counting tube and 
counting commenced. 
The v a l i d i t y of the use of such a gae mixture for 
counting was v e r i f i e d when a plateau was obtained using 
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inactive i^drogen I n the counter and an exterhal ^Co souree. 
Backgrounds with inactive hydrogen were around 30 counts 
per mm* 
When sassples of the solution were examined i n the 
manner described no counts above background were obtalnedt* 
This indicates that either the qiuantities of t r i t i u m oxide 
are so diluted i n the bulk solution as to be beyond detection 
or that the method of catalysis i s inefficient* 
Accepting the l a t t e r as the most probable reason 
for the low recovery of t r i t i u a another method of assaying 
was tr i e d . I n th i s the gases freed by solution of the 
steel are transferred into the Circulating System using 
electrolytic gas together with excess oxygen as carrier* 
Transfer of water into the Circulating Syst^n i s prevented as 
described previously and the conversion of hydrogen i n excess 
03Qrgen to water achieved using a heated palladium catalyst 
(see Appendix I ) , A blank experiment using gross giiantltles 
of electrolytic gas showed that this reaction was complete • . „/> ^ * circulation of the gases over the after 30 minutes 
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heated catalyst. 
A storage vessel of the type shown i n Fig 
(see Appendix I ) i s included i n the Oiroulating System. This 
vessel contains the sodium which i s previously de-gassed and 
throu^out circulation i s cooled l a l i q u i d nitrogen to prevent 
premature mixing of the sodium and water. 
When circulation i s completed the helium to bo 
estimated, together with any excess o^gen remaining i s 
removed from the Circulating System by Toeplor action 
(see Appendix I ) , the water trap i n the circulating system is 
allowed to warm ttp so that a l l the water condenses i n tho 
storage vessel containing sodium. 
When condensation i s complete, at least one hour 
being allowed for this process, the vessel may bo removed frcm 
the apparatus by drawing o f f the constriction. The storage 
vessel may now be allowed to warm up and the reaction between 
water and sodium takes place. The vessel may now be conneetod 
to the apparatus shown In Fig 3(1 , teS&ing the place of tho 
container A. Breaking the septum of the storage vessel now by 
allowing the steel balt3i B ( f i g , XI ) to f a l l freely on I t 
releases the hydrogen and tr i t i u m into the apparatus so that i t 
can be transferred into the counting tube under the action of 
the Toepler punq? 
Previous measurement of the amperage and time during 
tho production of electrolytic gas for the transfer operations 
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d$8orit}ed eibove affords a means of ealculating ths t o t a l 
^ e n t i t y of Iiydrog©n ayaila"bl© from ths water producad* 
Measurement of the praseure of tho hydrogen In the eountar 
and a knowledge of the voluraa then leads to the fraction of 
the t o t a l gas taken in the counter. Thus the t o t a l t r l t i n m 
released from solution may then be calculated from the oorjoit 
obtained on any one saiaple* 
The results found In this way gave values of 
tritl\ s a corresponding to values 4>, 5 and 6 i n Table ^ of 
1.81 X 10~^° CCS %. N»T*P, 
ItSO X 10*® CCS %. sr,T,p. 
9,95 X 10"^° cos ^H. R*T*P, 
Whence ge ratios are t - 7»S6 x 10* 5*98 x 10^ 5«4g x 10* 
I t can be seen that these results show very poor 
agreement with each other. They also show a wide divergence 
from the predicted value ) for this ratio which is 
about 3 I 1. 
The Quantities of tr i t i u i a found then are 
conaldorably saaller than the amounts predicted by theory and 
a further search for t r i t i u m must be made, 
Xt seems unlikely that an approach along the same or 
similar lines to those already described i,e» deteiraining 
helium sM, % i n one and the same ssffisple w i l l prove very 
useful. I t was decided therefore to extract the t r i t i u m by 
fusion of a separate steel s^i^le. 
I n t h is a furnace was constructed similar i n design 
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(108) 
to that described "by Alberman* The torn of the furnace 
showi In Flgt XXI. 
I t consists of a turned braes baee*plate t h r o u ^ 
which paee two copper tuhea ^ Bg, sealed at one end, which 
serve to carry the current to the heating element C* One 
of theee tubes I s Insulated from the base-plate by using a 
pyrex glass aleeve (B) which aeals to both th^ tube and the 
base-plate with Aplezon wax W» 
The two electrodes B^ *^ Bg are cooled by passing 
water through the two Inner tubes of copper S;^ , Bg^ . The 
base-plate i t s e l f i s watei*-cooled t h r o u ^ the copper tube 
F \^ch i s soldered to i t s under surface. 
Situated about half-way down the two electrodes i s 
a copper disc O which i s soldered to one electrode and out of 
contact with the other. This serves as a radiation shield 
and prevents excessive transfer of heat to the baBe->plate« 
The brass cylinder H rests on the eopper disc Q and 
i s water cooled through the copper tubes 3^  X3 which pass 
through the base-plate and are soldered to the outer surface 
of U i n the form of a spiral. Cylinder H serves as a 
radiation shield also and prevents the outer envelope K of 
pyrex glass from becoming overheated. With the excsption of 
the anall observation hole J at the top» the radiation shield 
H plus th© copper disc 0 on which i t rests, completely 
surrounds the heating element C« 
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The outer casing K i s of pyrex glass and i s 
attached to th© base-plate at the flanged joint I* with 
^leejon wax 
The furnace i s i n Immediate contact with a tube 
containing copper oxide which can be heated to red heat 
electrically. The whole unit then bla attached to the 
apparatus shown i n f igJCl at the standard ground jo i n t 
S, talcing the place of vessel A* 
Several elements were used i n the furnace i n 
different experiments. I n a l l the cases where t r i t i ^ r a values 
are quoted the steel was observed to have melted or reacted 
with th© element which should mean complete expulsion of any 
occluded gases Including tritium* 
I n an actual experiment the fumac© i s thoroughly 
evacuated and observed to be leak-proof, Cylinder hydrogen 
i s then admitted t h r o u ^ Sg to a known prsssure (about 4 ems, 
of mercury) Into the volume defined Si» Tg, and the counting 
tube F« Surplus hydrogien i s ptssped away and the knoim amount 
allowed to expand Into the volume defined by T7,Tg> Vj^ and 3^ . 
Tap T4 i s then closed and the mall fraction of hydrogen 
enclosed between T^ , T3 and i s allowed to expand into the 
furnace by opening taps Tg and Tg. Tap Tg i s then closed and 
the hydrogen remaining outside the I n i t i a l volume transferred 
back into this volume by the action of the Toepler pun^ B, 
The hydrogen so transferred into the furnace acts 
as a carrier for the t r i t i u m on I t s release from the steel. 
With the water cooling c i r c u i t s functioning 
correctly the current i s applied to the element containing 
the steel sample. At the same time the copper oxide i s 
heated to d u l l redness» whilst the U*tube P i s cooled i n 
l i q u i d nitrogen so that the water w i l l condense i n D as i t 
i s fo£^d« 
On completion of the fusion* any uneondeneable 
gases are pumped away and the copper oxide allowed to eool 
down# The remaining hydrog^ enclosed i n the counting tube 
i s then allowed to expand o ^ r the eopper oxide, which i s then 
reheated* By circulating the ^lydrogen i n and out over the 
copper oxide by the action of the Toepler pump S a l l the 
hydrogen i s converted into water and condensed i n D« 
Tap Tg i s then closed and the reconversicm of 
water and transfer of the resulting hydrogen to the counting 
tube 9 carried out i n the manner described previously* 
$lnoe a known amount of hydrogen i s taken i n i t i a l l y > 
measurwoent of the f i n a l pressure of hydrogen regenerated 
Should lead to the recovery y i e l d of hydrogen i n the 
experiment* In a l l cases where significant counts were 
obtained from the steel asmples the recovezy of hydrogen was 
more than 10Q96* I n one other case where the steel did not 
fuse the recovery of hydrogen was 4456, 
In t h i s way three estimations of t r i t i u m i n the 
steel were carried out. Since no simultaneous helium 
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analyses are possible on the steel samples used, the amounts 
of t r i t i u m are related to the weight of steel taken, for 
coi^arieon with previous helium values. For this purpose the 
helium content of the neighbouring piece of steel i s taken 
(6#4 X 10""^  CCS. He/@n steel) as that of the steel used 
i n the t r i t i u m estimations* 
The ratios of heliizm to triti u m found la this way 
were 7@ t %^ 40 t 1, and 75 t 1, respectively* 
In yet another method of estimation of the tr i t i u m 
a portion of the active steel ( 0,064 gms) was heated i n the 
presence of chlorine gas u n t i l a l l had reacted* On eei^^letion 
of the heating the resulting t r i t i u m chloride and f e r r l e 
chloride Were dissolved i n 2[al» of water saturated with 
sulphar dioxide. Aliquot portions of this solution are then 
sealed i n thin glass phials as described previously. In this 
method, however, the regene^raitidn of tritium i s achieved by 
passing the oxide vapour from the solution .iNipeatedly over 
sslnc heated to about 4O0®C (103), 
The counting procedure was then carried out as 
described previously* Since the t o t a l gas available from 2 ml. 
of water i s known, the t o t a l t r i t i u m yielded by the steel eould 
be calculated* I n thi s experiment 8*35 cms, pressure of 
hydrogen plus t r i t i u m i n the counter gave a count of 21Bt, S per. 
min. This value gives a ratio of helium to t r i t i u m of about 
t 1. 
This method of recovery of triti u m was repeated 
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(m another san^^le of steel taken from deeper i n the blook> 
situated approximately beneath samples 3 and 4 used for 
helium analyses. This time 1 ml. of sulphur dioxide - water 
was used to take up the chlorides formed. 0.0413 ^ as of steel 
were taken i n i t i a l l y and no magnetic fragments were detected 
i n the residue. Counting of the t r i t i u m regenerated from 
th i s solution gave a t o t a l count of 260 per min. o£ a sample 
of the gas contained i n 33 oes at a pressure of 7»8 cms of 
mercury* Oalculations of the t r i t i u m content of the steel 
and comparison with the helium contents from samples 3 and 4 
gave ratios of 33 { 1 end 43 r 1 respectively f o r the ratio 
of helium to t r i t i u m . 
3;i^lT9rpret^^i9q 
An examination of the a c t i v i t y of the alvsninlum 
blocki which was also irradiated with the steel» shows that 
the a c t i v i t y varies with the distance from the surface. The 
above ccroparisons then of helium and tri t i u m valuee related 
to unit weight of steel are of doiibtfol v a l i d i t y . 
The ideal ease would be to con^are % e and % e 
values i n relation to the number of spallation events lAiioh 
have taken place i n each piece of steel» producing radioactive 
vanadium ete. |?or thi s purpose the X-aotlvitles of the 
solutions of steel are counted under standard conditionsy and 
the values for % and He related to the number of counts 
obtained from the solution. Figure i ^ x r shows dlagrsmatleally 
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the relative positions from which each sample i s taken 
(no account being taken of the width of the saw-cut). The 
numbering of the samples i n Fig* XZIX coincides with the 
numbering given i n Table X% which showe the results of the 
various analyses* 
!70 CteS. 
Steal 
tolo® 
<^ ejs. 
HexlO^ 
0<s9/m 
Ots*on 
^9oli!^ 
®H3tl# 
ees/fHD wmtfl 
p(gai OX 
t 0.0186 1*37 0-1 
S 0*0471 1*30 0-1 
9 0*@S4 1*33 3*58 5*38 40,500 2-16 
4 0*S7O 1*314 4*87 5*64 40,000 11-17 
$ 0*1346 ©•721 5*36 3*3 2^ L,700 13-34 
6 0* 099^ 3 5*43 3*30 |3,jB50 18-24 
7 0^0336 0*663 fus* 26-27 
@ 0*0523 0*333 H 25-27 
t 0* p<$36 0*333 n 25-27 
10 * • 28-30 
11 0«0§4 0*706 Clg B*36 218 31-33 
12 0*041 0*560 r*8 230 
18*0045 
13 0t 067 
@,3S0 
8,368 31-33 
09. 
For the purposes of cojaparlson % and % e value* 
are now related to the counts from the respective selutions 
i n the following manners-
1. For san^le 13. 
Qounts on s o l u t i o V ^ of steel « lS7f700. 
For sainple 11. 
Tritiiaa i n eos/gu. of steel * ©•703" x 10"^ 
Oomparieon of eaiaples 11 and 13 (see Fig* XZZI) 
i s considered v a l i d i n view of the correspondence ef helium 
contents i n eos/pt of samples @ and 6 which are similarly 
oriented . Thu8« 
COS. tritiunv'oount ©n solution m 9>|Q| ^ QQ^ 
Uow cffiapare t h i s with the ®He i n sm^le 5. 
Thus» t o t a l He i n sample 5 w 0* 7331 x lO^^eos 
Therefore ®He from sample 5a> 3^q x ?^  ^ "^^ ^ 
Total eounts frem t h i s steel solution' « Sl|700. 
Therefore eos ^ ©/count on solution » | ^ ^  Q. g^^"^ 
a 0* 39. 
Off© atoffig 
SlmilarJy, eoiaparlson with the ^ He content of sat^ple 6 gives a 
r a t i o atoms m 0.915. 
He atoms 
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% tti the same mannery values for the tritium: from saiqple 12 
and the counts frcsn the solution of saniple 12a are 
c h a r e d with the respective helium values and counts on 
solutions f o r eamplea 3 and 4. The ratios given are, 
r©spe<^ tlvelyi* 
^ atoms * 1^18 (for sample 3) 
%© atoms 
m (for sample 4). 
Direct ooQ^arleon of the results obtained above with 
the predictions of the evaporation theory i s atmiewhat obscured 
by the fact that the excitation energies of the various 
nuoleii which undergo spallation i s not known* Although 
the energy of the Inoldent protons i s quoted a* 340 ll«v» 
th i s i s probab3y not the same as the excitation energy of the 
nuolell* 
Xt i s possible» for exaiiis>le» that on collision 
with a nucleus the pwtoa may leave only a fraction of i t s 
energy for evaporation of the nuoleus* In addition mesons 
may he oreated, a proeess which reqiiirs8< energieft of the order 
9$ 300 MeTy so that the energy available for evaporation i s 
muoh lose than 340 Kev. 
A further basis for oompariaon i s thus re(|aired* 
t h i s i s at hand i n that the yields of the heavier spallation 
products i n iron are known for interaction with 340 Uev protons. 
(104). 
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TABLE X I I 
, „ 2u , . 3^. . o/etar 
I . Oo SO 
65 
®3ttn 
41 
43 
2 
4 
26 
36 • 13 
43. 6 83 *36 
4»y 31 8 110 *04 • 09 *54 
21 10 136 *06 .16 *70 
18 IS 164 • 08 ,24 •84 
14 188 #11 *29 ,M 
3 16 216 ,16 ,40 1*10 
0#24 1 12 
^ e 5%n 12 3 41 
12*0 5 68 • 25 
30^ 13 7 96 ,02 *04 .42 
48y 10*3 9 123 .05 .13 .62 
46^1 >^Sc 6 11 150 *07 #20 • 76 
44QU 2*6 13 176 «X0 *27 *90 
42Qa % 0*7 16 203 • 13 .36 i f 04 
40,5 40A 0*3 17 230 • 16 *44 1*17 
I I . 
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Thusi fr(sa l«e Couteur*8 relationships f o r relative yields 
at varioue excitation energies one can calculate the niraber of 
units of mass lost i n s p a l l a t i ^ at any reciuired energy (105)* 
From the known isotopes produced i n spallation of iron one 
can calculate for each one, the masber of mass units lost for 
i t s particular spallation (see Table K2I) and hence from 
Fig* Ztf the excitation energy, Saving found the excitation 
energy for each process one then arrives et the predicted 
ratios of the % e and % atc^s produced, again fron 
Fig KIV, The various values for the yields are then wei^ted 
according to the cross section for the particular preoesaes 
by which t h ^ arise* 
Sussaation of the8^^S|||ighted y i e l d * of ^ e , % e and % 
for a l l the epallatlon reactions to a mass loss of 16 mass 
units ( A) i s carried out (Table X I I I ) , This should thea 
form a basis on which to compare the present eiiperimentai 
results with I»e 0outeur*8 predictions, 
7he predicted ratios together with es^erlmental 
values ajae shown i n fable XI?« 
fABLSf 
I'rediqte^ I^atlo Ssp^erlmental Sat^o 
0*063 0*0568 , 0*0564, 0,032, 0*0322, 
3„ 
•# 0*178 0.088, 0*088, 0.043, 0*036* 
^ l e 
% 2.62 1*49, 1*56, 1*32, 1.13* 
predicted and ea^erlmental values imich are eeopasTed abeven 
l i t t l e can be said as to the v a l i d i t y of the evaporation 
theory of te Gouteur* The various values however may be said 
to conform qualitatively with lie Oouteur-s predictions and 
i n that sense support the v a l i d i t y of the evaporation 
theoiy. 
further l i g h t i s thrown on the question ef helium 
production i n meteorites by ooasie ray interaetion with the 
constituents of the meteorites except i n so far as h9 OouteuB** 
theory of naelear evaporation i s ^ l i t a t i v e 3 y eonfixned at 
low excitation energies. 
Exact agreement with lie 0outeur*s predictions could 
not be ejipected f o r his oalculations have been made for 
heavier nuclell viz. silver and bromine. In the iron case 
the products w i l l be different for the Goulosib barrier for 
%@, and^d w i l l have atered. Furthermore^ Le Gouteur's 
calculations and predictions are based on processes of hifl^er 
energy producing f to 14 "prong*" per "star" and i t i s 
doubtful i f Ms y i e l d eurvea can be extrs^olated to lower 
- — 0 - •* 
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APPENDIX I 
JTl^ e Appay^atu^ , 
The Preparation of HelluiR~free Oxygen 
Helium-free oxygen i s prepared ( J^ Q^  and stored 
i n a suitable reservoir. Fig, 
A Source of impure oxygen from a cylinder i s 
attached to the reservoir and so adjusted so that oxygen 
bubbles past the mercury i n manometer with tap Tg closed. 
This flushes any a i r out of the dead space up to tap Tg. 
Then, the reservoir having been previously 
evacuated through tap Tj^ and the charcoal Og heated to 
about 230^ for at least 1 hour, tap T3 i s opened so that 
oxygen can now enter the reservoir and bubble past the 
mercury i n manometer llg for a short while. Tap T2 i s then 
closed and the oxygen supply removed. 
Then; with tap T^  open, bulb i s immersed i n 
l i g u l d nitrogen. Oxygen then l i q u i f i e s i n to a 
residual pressure of about 15-16 cms. mercury whilst the 
rare gases present w i l l s t i l l be i n the gaseous state. Tap 
T3 i s then closed and the remaining oxygen taken up on the 
charcoal i n G2 by immersion i n l i q u i d nitrogen. When the 
residual pressure reaches a value of about 3-4 mm, mercury 
tap \ i-» opened and the remaining gases pui^ed away. 
Pushing i s continued for about 10 minutes, the oxygen 
f IQM 
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remaining ^ a n t i t a t i v e l y on the charcoal Og and the rare 
gases, being much less strongly adsorbed, are removed. 
Tap T]^ i s then closed and the l i q u i d If^ removed 
from Og so that the oxsrgen i s desorbed and esq^ ands into 
the reservoir. Tap T3 may now be opened and the l i ^ d 
nitrogen removed from 0^ so that a l l the oxygen returns to the 
gaseous state. 
The above process i s carried out six. times i n a l l 
and a blank detez^nation carried out on the oxygen using 
an emoint semewhat i n excess of that used i n a normal 
experiment on an unknown, to test i t s purity with respect to 
helium. I f necessary the process i s repeated u n t i l 
satisfactory, blanks are obtained* 
Since each particular ease reqiulres i t s own method 
of approach with regai>d to the liberation of the gases to be 
examined, i t would be as well to leave discussion of the 
dissolving vessels used as the paHicular cases arise. 
The gases released i n the dissolving vessel are 
transferred into the Olrculatlng System (Flgaon) i n the 
following way. 
The Giroulating System Is f i r s t thoroughly 
evacuated t h r o u ^ taps T^ with the mercury i n ventils 
y^ ^ and Vg lowered and the charcoal i n C heated to 250-300^0 
under vacutaa. Ventil Vg i s then f u l l y raised and both tapsi 
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to vaoizisn cXosed. Qhair^oal C may now "be innersed In l i q u i d 
nitrogen and about fir© minutes allowed for teaperature 
eqiiilibration. Meanwhile the mercury i n v e n t i l Vx ^* raised 
to a oonyenlent level eueh that with a amall pressure of 
oxygen on the one side* the gaa may bubble past the mercury 
on to tho cooled charcoal and seal o f f when the bubbling 
ooasea* 
Oxygen Is then a ( ^ t t e d into the dissolving vessel 
to a preeaure of approxisrately 1 era. of mercury. The 
dissolving vessel connects to the olroulatlng systsni through 
t&p I f this tap ^5 i s now giuickly opened, oxygen w i l l 
bubble past the mercury i n v e n t i l Vi to be isEnedlately 
taken on the eeoled charcoal i n C. Thus the pressure i n 
the circulating systea i s always substantially zero* and the 
pj>oeeea loay be re^feated several times i f neeessary. 
When the bubbling ceases or, i f the dissolving 
medium has an appreciable vapour pressure, after the i n i t i a l 
rush of gas has ceased, tap Ts i s dosed and a further 
s i a l l a r amount of oxygen frora the reservoir adaltted to the 
dissolving vessel. The process l a then repeated. 
I t has been shown with an identical systea that 
100^ transfer i s achieved i n six such operations (lOT ) 
and confirmed i n this work, i n order to cestpletely eliminate 
uncertainty, the above process i s usually repeated eight 
times for each transfer. 
On completion of a transfer the mercuiy In ventil VI 
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i s f a l l y raised and the l i q j i i d nitrogen removed trm around 
6harcoal C 8o that the oxygen i s released into the 
ciroulating system. The pressure of ojn^gen present i n the 
ctroulating system at this stage i s generally from 2 to 4 cms 
of raerciary. Larger pressures of oxygen than 4 cms "become 
f a i r l y d i f f i c u l t to handle i n transference of the gas from the 
circulating system to the next stage of the analysis, i»e# 
the fractionating eoluisn* 
Before transferring the gases into the fractionating 
column, i t i s essential to remove tisaoes of hydrogen which are 
often generated i n the dissolution proeess i f not actually 
present i n the gases contained i n the material under 
examination. Oince hydrogen follows helium and neon i n order 
of adsorhahllity on charcoal ( 108 }» i t i s possible that 
traces may affect the neon value obtained i f not the heliiOB 
value. ( I t i s always advisable to look for neon even i n a 
helium estimation i n order to ensure that there has been no 
leakage of a i r into the vaouiim system during the course of the 
estimation)* 
..t 
The removal of "hydrogen i s effected by circulation 
of the gases over a heated palladium wire which catalyses the 
formation of water by reaction of the hydrogen with the excess 
oxygen present. The palladium furnace i s shown 
di a g r a s ^ t i c a l l y i n Pig«X7I * I t consists of an inner tube 
around which the palladium wire i s coiled, enclosed i n an outer 
casing containing a standard ground glas^ 3oint. This standard 
08. 
^oint provides means of attachment to a further outer casing 
of pyrex glass which contains the heating element of the 
furnace. The heating element consists of 'nichrome' tape 
wound on a former which constitutes the outer casing to the 
syatem already described. I t i s vacuum jacketed to minimise 
heat transfer to internal seals In the glass and thus reduce 
the risks of fracture. As a further precaution, the whole 
furnace i s Immersed in a water bath. 
The heating element is fed from the S4 volts D,C. 
supply with a current of 1 - 3 amps and i n operation i s run 
at a d u l l red heat. Under these conditions i t i s found that 
with adequate circulation the hydrogen is completely r^oved 
i n about 20 minutes. 
Circulation i s achieved by the use of the simple 
PU1J5) Pj^ (Fig.XVI). This consists of a solenoid, sealed i n 
a glass envelope, which moves up and down under the influence 
of an interrupted magnetic f i e l d i. e. with current flowing 
through the c o i l the solenoid i s l i f t e d , f a l l s again when the 
c i r c u i t i s broken and i s raised once more When the c i r c u i t i s 
remade. The glass envelope containing the solenoid i s made 
as good a f i t as possible to the tube i n which i t moves in 
order that circulation shsil be as efficient as possible. Two 
small wire springs are f i t t e d in this tube at the l i m i t s of 
travel of the solenoid to protect i t frcMB undue shock and 
thereby reduce the risk of a fraettire. 
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Thus, as water i s formed in the palladium furnace 
i t tends to move towards the trap, Ininersed i n licpiid nitrogen, 
situated between the furnace and the Toepler pump Pg and i s 
retained there. 
On completion of the circulation, the gases are 
transferred into the next section of the apparatus, the 
fractionating colijan, by means of the Toepler pump, Pg. I n 
this,"tap T4 i s closed and the mercury i n the puinp raised so 
that the bulb of the pump, f u l l of gas, i s cut off from the 
rest of the circulating system.- Tap Tg, which provides 
consnunication between the circulating s y a t ^ and the column, 
may now be opened. I t i s as well i n these i n i t i a l strokes of 
the Toepler pump to exercise caution and not transfer the 
gases too quickly. Although the main constituent of the gases 
i s oxygen and they are being transferred on to charcoal cooled 
i n llqpild nitrogen, i t may be that i f the transfer i s carried 
out too quickly a pressure may build up i n this section of the 
column sufficient to force down the mercury which separates the 
f i r s t charcoal unit fran the second. Apart from a grave risk 
of damagine the column, escape of a fraction of the gas on to 
the second charcoal unit at this stage would make i t d i f f i c u l t 
to assess a neon estimation since here charcoal unit No. 2 i s 
allowed to warm up to room temperature to expediate transfer 
of the gas. 
Having p a r t i a l l y raiSed the mercury i n the Toepler 
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pump and opened Tap Tg, the mercury may now be raised further, 
u n t i l i t l i f t s the weighted ground glass seal situated Just 
above the bulb of the pump. On lowering the mercury quickly, 
the glass seal, being weighted, bec^nes seated before a l l the 
mercury has flowed past i t . Mercury i s thus trapped here and 
hence forms a useful non-return valve. When the mercury i s 
f u l l y lowered, ^ s from the rest of the circulating system 
expands into the vacuum thus created i n the bulb and the 
process may be repeated. 
I t often happens that on the subsequent upward 
strokes a small bubble of gas may become trapped i n the 
mercury at the seal, so that on lowering the mercury i t escapes 
back into the circulating syatem and leads to inefficient 
transfer. However, once the mercury has been partiallylraised 
and the rest of the system separated frcm the bulb, the glass 
seal may be raised so that the mercury trapped there flows 
into the body of the mercury below and the risk of trapping 
a bubble there i s eliminated. Raising of the glass seal i s 
achieved by making the weight contained wi thin i t of iron 
and using a magnet to l i f t this. 
In practice i t i s found that 10 strokes of the 
Toepler pump are reqalred to effect complete transfer frc»n the 
circulating system to the column, but here again the 
operations are carried to excess i n order to eliminate 
uncertainty. In fact 80 strokes are generally made. 
Having completed the required number of strokes and 
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effected the transfer, the mercury i n the Toepler pump i s 
f u l l y raised to the l i m i t allowed by the two steel b a l l valves 
B^ i^ , Bg. Thus the dead space over charcoal No#l. i s constant 
and fixed by the steel b a l l valve Bg supported by mercury and 
the tap T4. I t i s essential that t h i s dead space rmain 
constant otherwise, as w i l l be seen later, the characteristics 
of the column with regard to separation of helium and neon w i l l 
change. I t i s also advantageous to make this dead space as 
mall as possible. 
The Pyactionat^ng Column 
The fractionating column (Pig. XVd consists 
essentially of 15 charcoal units containing 0»8 to 0.9 gas. of 
steam activated coconut charcoal i n each. Bach unit i s 
connected to a bulb of about 20-25 ccs. capacity, the bulbs 
being connected to a common mercui^y reservoir. 
Each t i n i t i s connected to the next unit i n the series 
via another bulb of similar dimensions to the f i r s t and these 
bulba too connect to a common mercury reservoir. Thus, the 
level of the mercuxy i n the two series of bulbs can be raised 
or lowered independently. 
The whole column may be evacuated through Tap T3 
(Ftg.3jVj|) and before each estimation the charcoal units are 
thoroughly outgassed by heating to 350-30000 for about a 
half an hour, undcjr the action of the pumps. 
Operation of the Golumn. 
Whilst circulation of the gases i n the circulating 
system i s i n progress tap T^  connecting the two sections 
4 CIENOt 
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of the apparatus i n qaestion i s closed. Before transference 
of the gases to the column conmences the mercury levels i n 
both series o f bulbs aife raised so that a l l bulbs are f i l l e d 
with mercury and about 5 mm. of the vertical connecting 
tubes. Thus each unit i s separated frora the next. The height 
to which the mercuiy i s raised i n the bulbs at t h i s stage 
i s made during construction of the apparatus, the maximum 
height to which the mercury can reach. This avoids the 
po s s i b i l i t y of me3?cury being pushed from one bulb into the 
next during operation of the colximn and the chance of an 
inter-connecting tube being thereby blocked. 
Having separated the units i n this way, each unit 
le now cooled i n l i q u i d nitrogen, the xinits being so 
arranged that three or four may be acconBaodated i n one 
Dewer flask. Five or ten minutes are usually allowed for 
temperature equilibration. Tap Tj^ may now be opened and 
transfer of the gases to the column, as described i n the 
preceding section, commenced. Bxamination of Pig. XVXI. 
w i l l show that the gases transferred under the conditions 
described w i l l a l l be accommodated on charcoal unit No.l, 
Oxygen, which i s the main constituent of the gases, w i l l bo 
retained throughout the subsequent operations on charcoal unit 
STo.l., provided this i s at a l l times iianersed i n liquid 
nitrogen. Since the pressure of oxygen i n the circulating 
system I s approximately S - 4 cms. usually, i t can be seen 
that t h i s amount of gas confined i n the small dead space 
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over charcoal unit No.l would generate a pressure 
sufficient to allow i t to escape violently from taait No,! . 
This could cause serious damage to the column and so unit 
No,l i s never allowed to warm up at a l l u n t i l the merciiry 
has been lowered i n both series of bulbs and the column 
connected to the pumping syistem. 
Since the Inter-conneeting tubes between the bulbs 
are of q[uite narrow bore, i t can also be seen why i t i s 
essential to retain water vapour i n the Circulating system. 
Any appreciable quantity of water would freeze i n the tube 
above charcoal Ko.l., blocking i t and thereby preventing 
further transfer of the gases from unit to unit. 
On completion of the transfer procedure as 
previously described, five minutes are allowed for 
equilibjpation of the oxygen on the cooled charcoal before 
starting the fractionation of the gases, which is the next stage 
of the process. Fractionation of the gases involves transfer 
of the gases from the dead space i n one unit into the next 
unit and the collection of the fractions at the end of the 
operation. 
Transfer of the cases from unit to unit i s carried 
out i n the following wayj-
The mercury i n the f i r s t series of bulbs i.e. those 
in direct contact with the charcoals i s lowered to a level 
about 1 cm. below the bottom of each bulb so that the gas 
in the dead spaces expands into the respective bulbs. 
-o o 
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The level to which the mercuxy f a l l s i s limited 
by an adjustable spring-loaded b a l l valve ( F l g . ^ ^ ^ ^ ) . The 
mercury may be f u l l y lowered when required by connecting the 
reservoirs directly to the secondary vacuum system t h r o u ^ 
tap T i (Fig.xni|)* 
On raising the mercury again to i t s previous h e i ^ t 
the gas i n each bulb i s cc»apressed into the side arm which 
connects i t to I t s opposite number in the second series of 
bulbs. Bepetitlon of these operations with the mercury i n the 
second series of bulbs then transfers the gas into the next 
charcoal unit. Transfer from one unit to the next unit i s 
called one operation and i t can be seen that in any one 
operation transfer from unit No.l to unit No,3 occurs 
simultaneously with transfer from unit No.2 to unit Ko, 3 or 
unit No, 14 to unit No, 15, Since a l l the gas fractionated 
starts on unit No,l i t can be seen that 14 operations are 
reqjiired before the f i r s t fraction reaches the last charcoal 
un i t , No,15. The 15th operation transfers the f i r s t fraction 
into the dead space which precedes the collecting vessel, the 
so-called 'Compression Bulb* and the 16th operation transfers 
i t into the compression bulb. Thus operations 1 to 15 should 
y i e l d no gas provided the column has been adequately 
evacuated before the experiment and no leakage has occurred 
into the coji^resslon bulb. Measurement of the gas collected 
during operations 1 to 15 therefore serves as a check for such 
irregularities. 
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Considering the relative adsorbabilitles of gases 
least adsorbed on charcoal at the temperature of l i q u i d 
nitrogen, helixmi should predominate i n the earlier fractions, 
closely followed by neon and then much later by hydrogen and 
nitrogen. In order to use such a system to separate and 
measure quantities of helium and neon, one needs to know at 
which stage i n the fractionation procedure corresponds to the 
most e f f i c i e n t deparation of helium and neon or alternatively 
which stage corresponds to lOOJ? helium i n the absence of 
neon. This i s found by calibration of the column using 
a sample of laboratory air. Since only relative values are 
required at this stage, the exact amount of ai|? used for this 
calibration i s not very important. Air to a pressure of about 
1 cm. mercury Is admitted into the circulating system and the 
mercury i n the Toepler pun^j raised to transfer part of i t on 
to charcoal unit Ho.l,, this being cooled i n l i q u i d nitrogen. 
This provides an amount of a i r adequate for the calibration. 
Operations 1 to 15 are now carried out, the gas 
y i e l d measured and the experiment continued i f satisfactory. 
Each subsequent operation i s now carried out separately and 
the gas yield measured. The results are recorded 
graphicily as a plot of gas yield.(or galvanometer deflection) 
versus operation number. 
I t has been shown by other workers using a similar 
system and also by calculation (1®^  ) , that the amounts of 
helium collected on successive operations should be i n i t i a l l y 
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small rising to a fairly^sharp maximum and then f a l l i n g again 
to a minimum. The minimum attained i s dependent i n this case 
on the stage i n the procedure at which neon begins to 
\^  i j j -^ contaminate the helium fractions, 
V - \ 7 Consider any single gas i n a mixture of gases i n 
contact with the charcoal units at the temperature of liq u i d 
nitrogen. Let a fraction 'a* of this gas be adsorbed on the 
solid phase at each stage of the fractionation so that a 
fraction (1-a) remains i n the volume phase. Constant fractions 
are assumed to be adsorbed at each stage. Since i n each case 
the v o l ^ e dead space i n each u n i t , with the exception of 
unit No.l, the amount of charcoal i n each unit, and the 
temperature are the same for a l l units, this i s not an 
unreasonable assumption. 
Thus, with each operation a fraction (1-a) of the 
gas w i l l be transferred from one unit to the next and there 
redistribute I t s e l f between a solid phase and a volume phase. 
The gas remaining i n the solid phase after such a transfer 
w i l l also come to a new equilibrium between solid and volume 
phases. 
Starting with unit amount cf gas then on the f i r s t 
charcoal unit, a fraction 'a* i s adsorbed on the solid phase 
and (1-a) remains i n the volume phase. In ths f i r s t operation 
l-^a passes into unit No.S, where a(l-a) w i l l be talcen up i n the 
adsorbed phase and ( l - a ) ^ remains In the volume phase. Of the 
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fraction l e f t i n unit No.l> a x a ( i . e . a^} w i l l form 
the new adsorbed phase whilst a(l-a) w i l l r«Bain i n the 
volume phase to be passed on to unit Ho.3 i n the next 
operation. Thus after two operations the fraction of the 
original gas i n unit Ifo.3 w i l l be 2a(lra) i.e. a(l-a) 
remaining adsorbed on the charcoal plua a(l»a) being passed 
on from unit Ho.l. The whole process up to the f i r s i 6 or 7 
operationo is shown i n Table XV • 
Dp©ration 
Suraber Volume volume 
a(l-a) 
ftS(l^a> 
Taking unit No.4 ^^ s a typical case the t o t a l gas 
reaching the volume phase i s : -
(1-a)^ * 4a(l-a)4 + 10a2(i-a)'* • 20a3(l-a)4 + ..... 
This can be represented in series form thus, 
( l - a ) \ *Oa{l-a)* > Wtl-a)^ + ^Ja^d-a)* 
Where n 
On n r ! ^n-r)l 
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Thus for the Jlh unit the amount of gas passing 
through the volume phase w i l l be:-
( l - a ) ^ + »Ca(l.a)^ + ^ *haHl^^f + , ....etc 
1 2 
IBhere (1-a)^ represents the gas resulting from operation No^l. 
Ca (l-a)^repro3ents the gas resulting from operation No.2, 
1. 
and so on...,, 
The t o t a l gas which has passed t h r o u ^ the Nth unit 
then after ra operations w i l l bes-
(1-a)^ ^  »Ca(l-a)» * ^ ^^Oa^Uaf * .„/^^-^Oa^^(l.a)» 
1 2 ^ m-1 
and the amount of gas corresponding to the mth operation 
w i l l be, 
H+m-2 m-1 H 
C a (1-a) 
m-1 
Thus the ratio of the amounts of gas resulting from 
two successive operations m and mfl w i l l be:-
N-^ ra-lc ( i . a ) ^ 
Am N+m-2 m-1 N^ 
Ca (1-a) 
m-1 
m a(N^m-l)( (m-l)!(N-l).' 
m!(N-iy! (N411H2)] 
a a(N»m-l) 
m 
a S5 /^  m»l m 
A ra (N+m-l) 
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In this syGtem, as already pointed out the f i r s t 
f raction of helitim collected i s from operation No* 16 i.e. 
xassl corresponds to operation 16, and N * 15» 
Thus a e A 1 7 
a « A18 
1§ and so on... 
Sine© i n the foim of measurement of the gas used 
her© the amount of Is directly proportional to the 
galvanometer deflection, the l a t t e r may lie used directly to 
reach a value for *a*. 
I t should "bo pointed out that since the dead space 
connected with charcoal Ho.l i s not approximately the same 
as i n the rest of the units, the f i r s t few values are not used 
i n calculating *a*\ Other values are used howe-wr \^ to a 
point well i n advance of the stage where neon heglns to 
fractionate and an average value for *a' calculated. 
Using the value of *a* thus found i t Is now possihle 
to calculate the theoretical counts of helium heing 
fractionated i n the later stages where neon also comes through 
and "by difference of this amount from the amonnt indicated 
hy measurement, the corresponding amount of neon. I t i s then 
a simple matter to calculate at what stage the amomt of neon 
coming through exactly balances the deficiency of helium which 
i s yef to come. 
9 
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fiiQ ej^erlmdntal curve obtained i n this 
cali"bration I s showi I n Pig. XIK, and the reaulta give a 
value for 'a' of 0,46. The theoretical curve calculated on 
the basis of this value for 'a* i s shown as a "broken line In 
Fig. XIX. For an a i r sample where neon is present, i t i s 
caloulated that the t o t a l deflection obtained up to operation 
Ho»42 w i l l give a helium value O.TJS low and the corresponding 
figure up to operation Ho.43 w i l l be 0,55g high. Further, for 
cases Where neon i s absent^ i t i s shown that 99,55? of the t o t a l 
helium Is obtained i f operations ate taken up to No,44, 
I t i s also to be noted that i n the f i r s t instance 
the theoretically ideal amaint of charcoal was used i n each 
unit calculated trm the value for *a' quoted by Oluckauf. 
This however did not give a satisfactory separation. The 
helium y i ^ l d per operation Increased to a maximum aa 
anticipated but thereafter decreased oxtr*^ely slowly. This 
indicated that either the separation of heliuBi and neon was 
in e f f i c i e n t due to Inactive or insufficient charcoal or there 
was a constant leak occurring into unit Ho, 1. The l a t t e r 
was ruled out by rough ealoulation of the t o t a l deflection 
expected and coinparison with that actually obtained* 
Since the past history of the charcoal used waa not 
known and also because the appearance of a white sublimate 
on the glass tube above each charcoal unit was observed, i t 
was decided to attempt to reactivate the charcoal. This was 
to be done by allowing the charcoals to take up a i r at the 
to T««|>lcr ?o«n^. 
I! Fiq.XX. 
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temperature of l i q u i d nitrogen and purging under vacuum 
at 850 - 30QOC* However on carrying out this procedure 
six times, no improvement i n the "behaviour of the charcoals 
was evident. I t was decided, therefore, to change the 
charcoals i n the units and this time to use rather more than 
was used previously, i« e« ahout 0«9^^/unit. An unspoiled 
sample of Hopkins & Williams steam activated coconut charcoal 
was used exclusively. 
I t can he seen from flg.XIX * l ^ t this gives quite 
a satisfactory separation of helium and neon though not a& 
sharp a separation as ohtained "by other workers. This i s 
thought to he a eonssquence of using an excess of charcoal i n 
each tmit hut this i s not a serious drawback* 
Having now dotermlned at which stage theoretically 
100^ helium i s delivered hy the column, i t la necessary to tost 
the systm absolutely and also to test i t s raproducihility. 
The quickest method of checking the apparatus and one which i s 
used frequently between measurements on unknowns i s to measure 
the helium content of a sample of dry air. This value has been 
accurately estimated by Qluckauf and others and forms a useful 
standard to work by. 
Helium content of a i r at ground level 
The a i r pipette used i n obtaining a i r seanplea l a 
sho^n i n Flg.3CX . I t can be attached to the apparatus at 
the standard ground joint and Is i n contact with the 
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supply of hellufli-fre© oxygen. 
The pipette 1« evacuated through taps T^ 
tap remaining eloaed, Qa ooeipletlon of the evaouation 
tap T2 i s closed and tap 74 opened, admitting a i r Into th# 
volume oontaln«d between taps and ^ 4* vhloh contains a 
quantity of fresh finhydrone, Thae, on opening tap T^ a 
saaiple of dry a i r at atmospheric pressure le atoltted Into 
the acotirately Imown volume V (0,494 ood.) cimtalned between 
tape $2, 9aroaetrl6 presaure an4 tho laboratory 
t 3 ] ^ r a t u r e are noted to convert this v o l w to standard 
teE5>erature and preasure. 
The BBBiple i a now ready for transfer to the 
fractionating aystcia by way of the circulating ayeteta aa 
doBorlbed previously* 
The f i r s t result have a helium content for ground 
level ©ire of 4^67 x whioh i s aach lower than the 
recognised value of 5*24 x IGT^. ( 110 )• In this experiment 
the above syetas of sampling the a i r was not used. Instead 
a pipette of about 4Soca. capacity was used Which necessitated 
reducing the pressure of the a i r to about I C B In order to 
obtain a convenient amount, Further* no precautions were taken 
to dx7 the air before the experiment, B l f f i c u l t l e a inherent In 
th i s method of sai^l i n g were eliminated by using the method 
outlined above* 
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The next result using the Improved method of 
sampling Indicated a value of 4.67 x 10**^ again but this 
result i s obscured by an unsatisfactory calibration of the 
measuring gauge. 
With incr® sing f a m i l i a r i t y with the teehniqpie, the 
next two results show much better agre^ent, being 4«59 and 
4« 56 X iOT*^ respectively. Whilst these results agree i n 
themselves to better than IS there i s a t l l l a large diffexonee 
between them and the recognised value (about 13^ too Idw). 
The p o s s i b i l i t y of incomplete transfer of the sample 
f r ^ pipette to fractionating system has already been 
examined i n the analyses carried out so far since two methods 
of transfer were t r i e d , i.e. by direct Tdepler transfer and 
transfer usin^^K^lfeB carrier. Both methods of transfer gave 
the same low result. Neither did Increasing the number of 
strokes with the Toepler pump produce any difference. 
I t would seem then that either there i s a real 
retention of helium at Btmo stage i n the process, most l i k e l y 
i n the column, or the apparatus used for calibration of the 
measuring gauges i s inaccurate. To test the l a t t e r possibility 
samples of helium were measured out i n the calibration eorstem 
and transferred into t storage vessel of the type shown i n 
l^ig^'XM • by means of a small Toepler puisp. The storage 
vessel consists of a closed tube of about 10 to SO ocs.capacity, 
being sealed at one end with a thin walled septum, 3, and 
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attached at the same end by means of an internal seal to a 
standard ground j o i n t 0^, A side ax^ B, containing a 
constm^tlon G, connects the vessel through tap ^ ^i^, which 
serves the purpose of a one-way valve, to the Toepler puatp* 
Having transferred the saajple of helium into the vessel 
by toepler action, the vessel may now be sealed o f f at the 
constriction C and removed from the apparatus. I t ia 
rejoined to the apparatus by means of the standard Joint 
0 and takes the place of the air pipette, F l g , ^ * After 
pumping down the outer space above the septum, this may now 
be fractured by means of a steel b a l l raised by a magnet and 
allowed to f a l l freely on to the septum. The sample of helium 
may now be transferred to the fractionating system i n the 
usual miy. 
Measurement of such samples should show no 
dlscr<^ancy between i n i t i a l and f i n a l values i f there Is a 
consistent error i n the calibration apparatus but should show 
a difference i f there i s retention or loss of helium at soras 
stage i n the fractionation process. 
R^ su3,t8 of helium loss experiments 
The f i r s t sample of helium measured i n this way 
was of an amount approximately the same as, that expected to be 
delivered by the a i r pipette i n a routine a i r analysis. After 
the fractionation procedure, the amount measured was 13*1^ 
lower than the amount measured i n the calibration system. 
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This compares well with the value of about IS% low for a i r 
analyses and indicates that the technique of transfer and 
fractionation i s not quantitative. 
The efficiency of the transfer procedure has already 
been examined, two different methods giving c ^ a r a b l e answers. 
The only common operation i i i the two methods i s that of the 
Toepler action so this can be the only source of inaccuracy 
i n the transfer. Increasing the number of operations of the 
pump from 10 to 20 has also been shown to have no effect so 
i t i s d i f f i c u l t to arrive at any conclusion as to what the 
source of the trouble, i f any, might be. I t may be that the 
operations have been carried out too qjilckly so that back 
diffusion of helium into the systwa has occurred, but this 
seems extremely unlikely. 
Similarly, i t could be that i n the col\xm, operations 
have been carried out too quickly to allow equilibration of the 
helium between solid and volume phases, which would result i n 
retention of helium there. Roasbeck and Ohackett ( l**^) have 
already examined a similar system for such an effect and have 
concluded that equilibration i s substantially instantaneous. 
Nevertheless another sample of helium of about the same amount 
as the f i r s t was made up and measured as before. I n t h i s 
experiment, Toepler operations were carried out at a much 
slower rate and the time allowed for desorption and 
equilibration of the gas i n coltmin operations increased from 
about 3 to 6 seconds to 10 seconds. In addition the t o t a l 
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helium fractionated up to operation No,40 was measured f i r s t 
and then the helium delivered for each successive l o t of five 
operations u n t i l the amounts became too small for measurement. 
In this way i t was hoped to be able to compare the behaviour 
of the pure heliim) sample with that predicted from the 
calibration using an a i r san^jle. 
Thus the helium delivered i n operations 51 - 65 
was about 0,{^ of the amount delivered up to operation Ko.40« 
The t o t a l helium to operation |{o*65 was found to be 10,^ 
lower than the amount i n i t i a l l y measured i n the calibration 
apparatus and the t o t a l helium to operation Ko*45, 123^ low* 
Thfe agrees f a i r l y well with the above figure on a similar 
quantity of helium, 13,3^, considering that one more 
operation was carried ^out i n this case and email amounts of 
helium are s t i l l belnj; fractionated. 
Taking the t o t a l helium to be that obtained up to 
operation Mo,S8, the helium delivered up to operation No.45 
represents 93,^ of this amount; this again coopares 
favourably with the ^ount predicted from the a i r calibration 
of 99*6^ up to operation Ho,44, 
I t can be seen that the speed with which the various 
Gon^onentQ are operated appears to have l i t t l e effect on the 
f i n a l result. The only conclusion which one can arrive at now 
i s that helium must be retained In the colunai presumably by 
some process of irreversible adaorption. I f such la the case 
then In order to use the i^etem to measure helium one must 
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ascertain whether the amount of helium retained i s constant 
or depends on the amount of helium i n i t i a l l y taken, i.e. 
whether or not this adsorption i s pressure dependent. To this 
end then samples of helixjm were prepared of amounts varying 
from 1 X 10""''' CCS. N.T.P. to 5 x 10"^ cos. H. T,P. and 
measured i n the above way. The results of these experiments 
are shown i n Table XVX and i t can be seen that i n a l l oases 
a loss of helium i n fractionation has taken place, both the 
fraction lost and the absolute amount lost depending on the 
amount of helium taken. 
TABLE Xyi 
No, 
VCN.T.P.) 
Hexl0°ecs % low 
Amount low X lO^cos, lo«* 
Oas i n gas phase 
X 10© ccs. 
1. 2.38 13.4 3*95 1*0934 2*09 
Z e.40 13*5 3*34 1.1303 2*08 
3 3.11 13.3 4*14 1*1339 3*70 
4 3.40 1^0 3,88 1.0793 3*12 
6 0*41 19*6 0.80 1*3937 0*33 
6 9«43 6*8 5.46 0*7653 8*90 
7 6*34 9*9 8.19 0*9966 4*78 
8 1*78 14.75 3*58 1* 1685 1.47 
I t should be noted that i n result 8 i n Table 
the lost helium was sought by allowing the last seven charcoal 
units to warm yxp to room temperature and carrying out three 
lo t s of eight operations, each l o t being measured separately. 
The t o t a l galvanometer deflection obtained from these operations 
^ ^ m H 
a 
'0 
I* 
* 3 
3 
6 
l i s . 
indicated a quantity of helium about 15JS of that I n i t i a l l y 
taken. I t can be eaen from the table that the aseunt low i n 
the actual es^periment was 14,765C, a strong indleatloa that 
helium i a In fact being retained i n the ooluam* 
Hesults 1 and 2 i n Table correspond to the two 
ai r analyaes already discussed. The gas i n the gas phase shown 
i n the last column of Table XVI corresponds to the amount of 
helium taken minus that lost i n fractionation. 
The results are represented graphically In various 
forms i n Flg.^OCII ^  These curves show that the relative aaeunt 
of helium lost Increases as the pressure ( i . e , the amount taken) 
decreases but that the absolute amount lost Increaees with 
increasing pressure and seems to approach a l i a i t i f p g value* 
The curves also reveal a linear relationship between 
the logarithm of the percentage lost and the pressure (wliether 
this i s expressed as amount of gas taken or as the sraeunt of 
gas i n the gas phase, or not)* 
Iiet the amount of helium lost « x i n arbitrary units* 
Asmmiing that the amount of helium taken i s 
propiortlonal to the pressure 'p' then x^p w i l l be proportional 
to the percentage lost. 
Therefore from the curve 
log, :^p a A Bp, 
where A and B are constants. 
t^^ressing this i n another foiro then, 
or S(/p » A'e '^^ 
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I f the loss of helium during fractionation i s due 
to irreversible adsorption then this expression i s the 
adsorption isotherm for this process and as m i ^ t be expected 
deviates from ideal 'Langpuir* behaviour* 
An isotherm of similar form to this one has already 
been published for the adsorption of helium ©n eharooal at 
6 - SO^ K. 
leg. a;/p m A + Bx. ( HS ) 
When x/p i s plotted here against corresponding values 
of Xf i t i s found that with one exception the points l i e m a 
straight line which could otherwise be represented by an 
e l a t i o n of the form, 
log. s/p w A * Bx, 
Other deviations from ideal behavioiir have been 
noted i n many eases notably i n the ease of the adsorption ef 
neon on charcoal ( 119 )* The eases however art by no meant 
eci(Btpareble unfortunately since the pressure at which the 
adsorption of helium i s observed here i s so much lower than 
the pressure of neon, 
^ e main point, since me i s to ttt<»npt the 
determination of small quantities of helium, la that the 
amount of helium lost i s pressure dependent and the extent of 
this dependence has now been determined, tTsing the valuet 
obtained above then an unknown amount of heliuM may now be 
fractionated and the value obtained corrected for loss of 
helium during fractionation. The va l i d i t y of such a procedure 
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I s damonstrated by the r e p r 0 u c l b l l i t y of the a i r analyses 
caroled out between experiments on unknowns. S t i l l further 
si^port i s given later i n the detennlnation of the hellian 
content of a saiqple of the met'eorlte *Garbo*, The value 
obtained using this system together with correction for helium 
lost was identical with that obtained on a different apparatus 
by Reasbeck. 
The various fractions emerging from the column are 
collected i n a bulb of about 1000 ccs capacity, the so-called 
C<siipression Bulb* The compression bulb i s fiupplled with a 
reservoir of mercury so that on completion of fractionation 
the mercury level may be raised and the gas collected confined 
into the volume of the bulb and the l i m l t d of the connecting 
tubes defined by the taps Tg and T4 (Flg^VII ) and the v e n t i l 
of the sa»ll Toepler puoq? P, Since the volUHie of the bulb 
i s 80 large i n oc»!iparison with the Interconnecting tube* 
substantially a l l the gas fractionated i s thus confined 
On raising the mercury further, i.e. to the l i r a i t B 
defined by the two ventlla 7i and Vg, the gas i s coatpresaed 
into the small volume (of about S ccs capacity) between taps 
TSJ ^4 and ventils V2, V^ * 
The gas may now be admitted at w i l l into the Plranl 
Oauige (ki measurement by way of tap Tg and subseqeaently 
r^oved through tap T4 which connects to the vao\mm system. 
I n cases where the helium which has been measured i n 
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this way 18 required for further oaramlnatlon, tha gas Ifi 
Oolleoted In small storago vessels B In VigJSSX iBeans df th« 
foepler ptiinp P as has alr©a<3iy "been desorih^d, 
Zn addition to "being In dirdot oonneotion with th« 
Goliiinn^ the QOBxpvQBSian 'bulh i s also connected to the apparatms 
used to meaeure saii5>l©9 of helima for cali'bratioH of tha 
Plraai Oaugs, The transfer of oall"bration aaa^piaa to tha 
gauge la thus oarrled out i n the saroe way as deaeriljad afeove. 
Slfflllarly, i n the investigation of th© loss of helium i n 
fractionation, the sainplea of helium used there were 
transferred from the callhration apparatus, through the 
oi^npreseion hult> and Toepler pump P Into the storage vessels. 
Ho I n i t i a l measurement i n the Pirani Gauge was neeessary i n 
thi s case* 
The Pirani Oaugea used for measurement are shewn 
i n t i g . ^ aiid % and i n more detail In Fig,XXXI, 
They consist of an inner casing of Pyrex glass, evacuated 
and sealed o f f , which stipports leads to a length of thin 
nielcel tape (0*3 wm,). This niclcel tape forms the element 
of the gauge. Zt i s ahout 30 ems In length and i s soldered 
to the leads from the inner case (@opper coated tungsten wire) 
with soft solder. I t la maintained In the shape of a W "by 
passing i t alternatively over a glass fomer, a loop attached 
to a tungsten wire spring and then over the former again* 
Both foisaer and spring are attached to the inner casing, the 
purpose of the spring helng to keep the wire taut and eliminate 
uxisteadlnose aud to vn^ration of the elemant. 
The iim^r easing trhich eupporte the elemmt i s 
attached to an outer casing of soda glass thjpough a standard 
3oint* The outor casing tielng oonnoctod to the pissping 
system through a side ana, which contains a fsmll gaantity 
of charooal. The purpose of th® charcoal Is to talca iip 
oxygon which ie soliible i n the tap greaBO and thia was found 
lay Gluckauf to lead to unsteadiness of the gauges. 
In this arrangement two gauges are used, one 
connecting to the oompresslon hulh an(3/er the pusplng system 
through taps T5 and T4 and the other connecting dlreetly 
to the pumping systasa through tap Ts, Pig. X\rxi • I n uee the 
former i s the one which performs the aotual meaeurement i r t i l l s t 
the l a t t e r acts as a nearly equal halanoe* The two gauges 
forni two arms of a halanced Whoatstone KetworK 91g<. XXXCIa 
In use the two ?iranl gauges are thoroughly 
dvacuated and the oharceal out gassed "by heating theai with a 
soft flame under the action of th® pumps* Thoy are 'built as 
close together as practioahle so as to De ahle to imerse 
them i n a oc^on hath of 11 gald nitrogen therehy ensuring 
approximately eqpal conditions i n each* Xmnereion i n l i q u i d 
nitrogen not only ensures approxiaiately constant temperature 
conditions around the outer casing of the gauges hut also 
provides ae large a temperature gradient hetween th© nickel 
elements and the outer casings as poaslhle therehy giving 
greater sensitivity. 
with the Wheatstone net "balaneed a sas^le ef gas i t 
a&aitted into the measuring gauge through tap Tg, ?ig.XVXI a 
'AB a consequence of the increased pressiire i n this ease l ^ i s u i l 
conductivity 1)etween the element and cooled outer cass i s 
inoreaaed and the element theret>y cooled* I t s resistance Is 
thus altered and the disturbance of the balance of the 
Wheat stone net reflacted i n a defleetion M the galvanaiteterf 
The extent of the deflection i s measured and the galvanometer 
takes up a new positioii of eqailibrlusu I f now the gauge l i 
connected to the punning systemi and evec^ted a den.eetion 
i s observed i n the galvanometer i n the opposite sense to that 
previously noted, provided no changes hsve taken plaee imifll* 
pumping system to alter the f i n a l pressure reeehed i n the 
gauge on evacuation, the two d e f l e o t i ^ s should be ef e ^ l 
magnitude i f the gauge i s fimotloaing correctly. B i f f e r ^ e e * 
greater than one percent are suspeet and the average ef the 
two defleotions i s taken. 
Immediately following the measurement of an unknown 
sample the deflection due to a known saisple of helium i s 
measured. This calibration then leads to the (jaantity of 
helium i n the unknown. ' 
The galvanometer used In the network i s of the 
suspended mirror moving c o l l type* The deflections are thus 
manifested as the movement of a spot of l i g h t oVer a SO cm. 
scale sis^ported at a distance of soma 60-70 cms from the 
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galvanometer. Since the scale foms a chord to the are i n 
which the spot of l i g h t moves unequal effects are given 
dependent upon the position on the scale at which the 
measurements are made. I t i s therefore necessary to cali'brate 
the scale for non-linearity. For this purpose» a megehn 
resistance i s connected through a switch across one of the 
gauges 80 that when contact ie made the resistence In this 
Qrm of the net i s changed and a deflection i n the galvanosieter 
results, Osing this device deflections can he ohtained at 
various points on the soale for the same change i n the network. 
The deflections obtained are then corrected to a standard value 
and a scale drami up showing the value af the true scale readingi 
from the ehserved ones. 
Since hoth the Piranl gauges and the galvanoaieter 
are extremely sensitive to external vihration, th« heneh upea 
which the apparatus i s constructed stands on a hlooJt of 
concrete separated from the rest of the lahoratory floor. 
Thus no vihration can reach the Plrani gauges as a result of 
movement aerosa the floor, slamming of doors, etc.. Similarly 
the galvan®xeter stands on i t s own separate concrete and hriok 
support. 
S.M.F. i s supplied to the network from the 2 volt 
KXlIIa. 
hattery B, Fig. ., and the resistance K so arranged that 
the F«3>. across the network i s exactly 1 volt. The 
galvancmeter i s shunted so that the sensitivity may "be changed 
to suit the amount of gas handled. The general range i e 
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lO"^ to 10~''' CCS of helium at N, TuP. 
Galibratlon Apparatus ~ The Pipetting System 
Tho apparatus uaed fo r the measurement of (luantitles 
of helium suitable f o r admittance i n t o the Pirani gauge f o r 
c a l i b r a t i o n purposes i s shown i n Big, XXIV. 
I t consists of a reservoir E connected through a 
tap T^^ to a source of spectrally pure helium (B. 0, Co, )• 
This arrangement allows a means of suitably reducing the 
pressure of the helium from the source to a le v e l convenient 
for the purpose i n hand. The reservoir i s also connected te 
a smaller volume, between taps T2 and T3, into which the 
sample of helium i s admitted before passing on to the McLeod 
gauge M f o r measurement. This again serves the purpose ©f 
supplying a suitable amount of helium ready f e r d i r e c t 
measurement and avoids the need f o r p a r t i a l evacuation neeessarjj^ 
i f too large a sample i s taken. 
The MGl*eod gauge I s evacuated through tap Tg and i s 
connected to a system of pipettes BL, Pg and Expansion bulb,B. 
The closed limb of the McLeod gauge i s calibrated along i t s 
length before construction, Graduation marks are made at 
about 1 can distances from the closed end by "Aching with 
hydrogen f l u o r i d e . The volume contained up to each mark i s 
then measured by f i l l i n g the tube with mercury up t© the mark 
concerned and weighing. Since, i n operation, the tube i s 
inverted, the volume obtained i n t h i s way needs correction 
f o r the volume occupied by two raercuiy menisci. I n addition 
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to this ealihration, the distance from each graduation 
mark to the upper l i m i t of the closed tuhe i s measured and 
the results plotted against the respective volumes. Thus* i f 
necessary, volumes may he used intermediate to those 
represented hy the graduation max^ s* 
The pipettes «nd % era oalihrated i n a similar 
wai^ hetween the l i m i t s indieated hy the hreken lines i n Pig. 
The expansion volume B i s oalihrated hy a gas expansion method. 
fhe various volumes aret-
1?^ m 4,6S15 008. 
^2 4*1^9 008. 
B + Pj^* Pg m lelfS CCS. 
I n order to earry out the gas expansion eallhration 
mentioned ahove and also for measurement of ealihration samples 
i t i s e j ^ n t i a l to know the t o t a l volimie of the MoLeed gauge 
and side arms. The gauge i s f i r s t h u i l t i n position and then 
out o f f as close to pipette as practloahle. In this way 
the g^uge may he rehuilt into the apparatus with the minimiaii 
Ohange i n volume as possihle after the oalihratioa of i t s 
volume. Then with t h i s open end of the side ana securely 
corked and tap T4 closed, the gauge i s inverted and f i l l e d with 
water to a fixed mark X, Pig.XXIV . Delivery of the water 
from a previously calibrated hurette leads to the volume of the 
vessel f i l l e d . The remaining volume hetween the place where 
the side aim was out o f f and the open end of pipette P^  i t 
estimated hy measurement and calculation. This volume represent! 
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only about 0,355 ©f the t o t a l volume so ms errors 1» 
measurement cannot be very serious. 
Volme of gauge ^  side ams obtained thus « 89@v6 coa* 
The method of measurement of a saople of helium for 
calibration purposes i s as followat*. 
A suitable amount of helium i s a ^ i t t e d into the 
gauge, previously evacuated through tap Tg, tap T5 leading 
to the puiaping system being closed* The mercury i n the gauge 
i s then raised so that gas i s cut o f f i n the bulb* Tap Tg 
i s then opened and the excess helium i n the side axras etc 
pumped away. The mercury i n the gauge i s then raited to the 
level of cme of the graduation mai^s i n the closed llsfli' and the 
pressure of the gas enclosed measured with a cathetoiBeter* 
Thus a known vol\Me of gas i s taken at known pressure, the 
temperature being taken from a thermometer suspended near the 
gauge. 
Having measured the pressure of the ga% tap T4 i t 
now closed and the mercury i n the gauge lowered to the fixed 
level %4 By suitably arranging the mercury levels i n pipette 
p^ the gas i s allowed to expand, into P^ * ^ volume 
of gas Wj^ at a much reduced pressure may now be allowed to 
expand into the e:;^an8ion bulb and pipette Pg. By isolating 
P2 3 known amount of gas i s obtained suitable for the 
Pirani gauge calibration. 
pg connects directly to the ccfiBpression bulb and the 
calibration aaK5>le I s transferred t o the Pirani gauge i n the 
manner previously descrihed, 
Simple calculation shows that, using the volumes 
ohtained ahove for the various components of the calihration 
apparatus, the volume of gas delivered to the Piranl gauge 
w i l l he:-
Where V » volume of gas to graduation mark i n the McLeod. 
p pressure of this volume V of gas. 
Since thermal conductiiirity of gases at low pressure 
i s dependent upon the nature of the gas as well as on the 
pressure the response of the Pi rani gauge i s not the same for 
neon as for helium ( 114 ), In order to measure neon then 
separate calihrations need to he carried out. This sinrply 
involves the Inclusion of a reservoir of neon l i k e that for 
helium i n the apparatus. Several such reservoirs are i n fact 
shown i n Pig. XXI^ 
The whole fipparatus i s maintained under vacuum hy 
the use of two mercury diffusion fore pUmps with a *'Highjiat" 
o i l hacking puo^. A secondary vaeuum system using only a 
"Highvao" o i l pump i s included for the misnlpulatlon of mercury 
levels. 
With the exception of the mercury diffusion pumps, 
the inner casing of the Plrani gauges and the casing of the 
Ii39. 
palladium fumaoe (Pyrex) the ^ t i r e apparatus i s eenstrueted 
of sods glass, t h i s heing suhstantially iBq;>eme«hle to heliuau 
dni ) 
''Apiezon" grease t i s used on a l l tap-keys and 
**Api^^n'* grease X en most ground joints. Whore "Apiesm** 
grease K i e not used the j o i n t i s sealed with "ApieBOB** wax 
V or Sverett's *^very lew vapour pressure" vaemm wax* these 
heing the joints ef a mere permanent nature. 
With the exception of two-way taps In the seeenaary 
vacuum system, a l l taps used are hollow here and are earefully 
ground with fine 'Oera' powder and tested hefore huilding inte 
the apparatus. 
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B«a ratiwi^ at i c g o o a a n t i t l ^ s ef gjpaaitm aad 
^g»nlum 
SOO of recksalt are 4y.8S®lved i n ^ « «^ 1 | l i t r s s 
ef d i s t i l l e d water aa4 hydroehlorie aeidadded te vake 
soltttien approximately 1 If with respect to acid^ §0 mg ^ 
aluminiiEBB are added as chloride te this selutleA sMd ecrbeibats** 
free aamonia gas passed into the selutlen t i l l pvesipitatteii 
occurs. 
The precipitate ef aluminium hydrexids i s disseiv^d 
i n n i t r i c acid and re-preelpitated w i ^ aoaenla ^  so as to 
free i t from chlerids. This precipitate i s no* dissolved i n 
SO ml*' of concentrated n i t r i c acid and 10 te SG ff^ &t S#lid 
saaonlwi nitr a t e added to the solution. 
The solution i s then shaken with ^N«r ssps^ts lots of 
ether (SO ml. each time) to extract the uraaiiow A l l the etiksr 
l a removed from ^ s extract by heating en a water bath i n Mm 
presence ef 100 ml. of water, tine velume ef wat#r %1M 
reduced cautiously with a burner to less thtts I f mid • 
The resulting solution i s made up ts 1^ ml. with 
water end 1 ml. port lens evaporated to dryness I n platinm 
^ fluorimeter trays. Q»94 fns of sediua flueride are added, 
the solids fused and the resulting phosphors examined i n 
the fluorimeter. 
Blank sodium flouride phosphors are prepared so that 
the difference In fluorimeter readings represents the uranium 
pre sent, 
2. Thoriuq 
poo gms. of rocksalt are dissolved i n ahout 1^ l i t r e s 
of d i s t i l l e d water and hydrochlorio acid added to make the 
solution approximately 1 Sr with respect to acid. 100 mg/ of 
iron are added as chloride. 
The precipitate ohtained on passing oarhonate-free 
ammonia gas into this solution i s dissolved i n 50 ccs. of 
concentrated hydrochlorio acid, producing a solution which i s 
6*5 17 with respect to acid. This solution i s then shaken four 
times with 50 ml,' portions of ether eguilihrated with 6.5 H 
hydrochloric acid t i l l the solution io almost free from iron. 
6 jagy of iron are then added as chloride and the ether i n the 
aqueous phase evaporated on a water hath. The to t a l volume 
of solution i s reduced to SO ml. and then diluted with 20 ml.' 
water to give a solution which is now approximately 2 H with 
respect to hydrochloric acid. 
Carhonate-free ammonia gas i s r^ssed into this 
solution. The emll precipitate of f e r r l e hydroxide i s 
collected and re-dissolved i n 25 ml^ of 0.2 R hydrochlorio 
acid. This solution i s stored for one month. 
2 mg* of lead are then added as acetate, ^ydrogen 
sulphide i s passed into the solution and the resulting 
precipitate of lead sulphide collected and re-dissolved i n 
the minimum amount of warm concentrated hydroohlorio acid* 
This solution i s evaporated to dryness on a 
polystyrene s c i n t i l l a t i o n counter disc and counting started 
45 minutes after preoipitation. 
The ThO ol-particles ( i n equilihrium with parent 
ThB - h a l f - l i f e 10.6 hours) are counted over a period of 
16 hours. Subtraction of the 16 hour haekground count then 
gives the thori\mi present. This i s o(»irpared with a standard 
source. 
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